


A message from our Chief Executive
Welcome to our third report on our corporate responsibilities. It’s been a year where we have seen 
dramatic changes of fortune for many of the groups we are involved with; clients, competitors, 
governments and charities have all felt the impact of unprecedented economic challenges.  But we are 
holding steady, and have stayed focused. Our report this year is a tribute to the people who, by their 
efforts, have made it possible for us to continue with a strong market position and to be able to give 
more, not less.

And indeed we have given more. More time has gone into considering the social, ethical and 
environmental (SEE) aspects of our decisions. We’re building these elements more strongly into 
our standard risk processes. We’re looking more specifically at the consumer viewpoint when we’re 
developing our products and buying and behaving with greater environmental awareness as we 
develop our data centres and offices.

Our central community funds are now largely focused on projects that provide financial education to 
vulnerable people and that encourage entrepreneurial skills combined with wise financial planning. And 
all our five regions are now delivering on this focus, taking up more of this central budget, ensuring we 
continue to give in line with our profits.

Giving money externally to our communities has been balanced by using another element of this 
central funding to inspire innovation with a strong social or environmental benefit. Last year we 
supported a project that is exploring how we can help make microfinance more efficient, with a team in 
Argentina taking the lead, working with the World Bank. This year we have set aside monies to develop 
products that can have an impact in the workplace. One will help engage employees in managing their 
own carbon footprint and the other provide more insight to ethnic diversity.

The most dramatic ‘more’ statistic this year though, brings my message back to our people, who have 
almost doubled their work in the community. As you’ll see in this report, the hours they have devoted 
to volunteering are helping us achieve some amazing results and we are duly proud of them, both in 
the workplace and the community.



Background to Experian
Experian is a global leader in providing information, analytical tools and marketing services to 
organisations and consumers to help manage the risk and reward of commercial and financial 
decisions.

We employ approximately 15,000 people in 40 countries, supporting clients in over 65 countries. 
Revenue for the year ended 31 March 2009 was $3.9bn.

Experian plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and is a constituent of the FTSE 100 index. 
Our corporate headquarters are in Dublin, Ireland and we have operational headquarters in Costa 
Mesa, California and Nottingham, UK.

The Group reports its financial performance on a geographical basis across four regions:  North 
America, Latin America, UK and Ireland and EMEA/Asia Pacific. Our activities in these regions are 
grouped into four principal business lines:

Credit Services

Credit Services helps organisations to acquire new customers for credit products, to predict and 
manage credit risk, and to reduce their exposure to bad debt and fraud. We maintain very large, 
comprehensive databases that hold the credit application and repayment histories of millions of 
consumers and businesses. The Group owns 13 consumer credit bureaux and 10 business credit 
bureaux and we have an interest in a further two consumer and two business credit bureaux around 
the world.

In consumer credit information, we’re one of three providers in the US; the others are Equifax and 
TransUnion. Experian is the clear market leader in both the UK and Brazil, and has leading positions in 
many other countries. In business information, Experian has leading positions in the UK and Brazil, and 
in a number of other markets. Dun & Bradstreet is the only global competitor in this field.

Decision Analytics

Decision Analytics enables organisations with large customer bases to manage and automate huge 
volumes of day-to-day decisions. Our clients include international banks, utility companies and public 
service providers, who rely on its predictive tools and sophisticated software to control decision-making 
at all points of contact with the customer. Experian is the market leader in the provision of credit-
related analytics and software in all geographies other than the US, where Fair Isaac is dominant. 
There is also competition in individual markets from smaller, localised players.

Marketing Services

Marketing Services helps clients to find and retain customers, using the most appropriate channel and 
message. Experian gathers extensive geographic, demographic and lifestyle information on consumers 
and businesses. The data is used in conjunction with advanced analytical systems to enable clients to 
profile their customers, undertake highly targeted campaigns and measure their marketing success 
rate. In the US, large marketing competitors for traditional direct marketing services include Acxiom 
and Harte-Hanks. Competition elsewhere tends to be fragmented and specialist, particularly in new 
media. 

Interactive

Interactive enables consumers to manage and protect their personal credit files and to make more 
informed purchasing decisions. We provide credit reports directly to consumers, together with credit 
scores and tools for preventing identity theft. We also provide businesses with lead generation by 
connecting them with consumers over the internet. Our direct-to-consumer, credit information business 
is the clear market leader in both the US and UK. In the US, competition is provided by Equifax, 
TransUnion, Fair Isaac and other smaller specialists, but Experian is more than twice the size of any of 
these competitors. In the UK, competition is provided by Equifax and smaller niche players. 



Third party benchmarks
Experian retained membership in the FTSE4Good for the second year running since becoming an 
independent company. This is an investable index of companies judged by FTSE to meet published 
criteria in their social and environmental management and performance.
   
Experian was included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices STOXX (European) index in 2008. This 
index comprises the leading companies in terms of sustainability from the Eurozone. Experian’s DJSI 
report can be viewed here.
   
Experian responded to the Carbon Disclosure Project – an investor-led initiative to standardise and 
promote company reporting on climate change issues.  Experian’s response is published on the CDP 
website.
   
Experian was awarded two Big Tick awards from Business in the Community, a UK charity that inspires, 
engages, supports and challenges companies on responsible business working. Experian was awarded 
two Big Tick Awards for its work in building sustainable partnerships with schools to the benefit 
of pupils aged 5-19 years in the UK. The decision to award the Big Ticks was made by a panel of 
independent, experienced practitioners. Only 39% of applicants in 2008 were successful so it’s seen as 
highly prestigious.
   
Serasa Experian’s business model is seen as one of the 20 most sustainable in Brazil and it won a 
total of nine separate awards for its excellence as an employer. These included being listed as one of 
the best places to work in Latin America by the Great Places to Work Institute, Best IT Place to work 
by Computerworld and first in the ‘Psychologically Healthy Companies to Work For’ survey run by the 
American Psychology Association.
   
In the US, Experian achieved compliant status for 2008/09 with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data 
Security Standards in recognition of our commitment to protecting the confidentiality and integrity of 
cardholder data and personal data. The PCI Data Security Standards are the result of collaboration 
between Visa and MasterCard to create common industry security requirements. Other card companies 
operating in the United States also have endorsed the standards within their respective programmes.
   
In the UK we became the first Credit Reference Agency (CRA) to be awarded five consecutive superior 
Annual Review ratings from CIFAS, The UK’s Fraud Prevention Service. We are also the only CRA with 
accredited member status from a 270-strong membership base spanning the banking, insurance, retail 
and credit card sectors.
   
In South Africa Experian won the 2008 CIO award for “Best Credit Bureau in South Africa” with specific 
reference to consumer data and query resolution processes.



Fast facts
– We employ approximately 15,000 people in 40 countries worldwide, supporting clients in over 65 
 countries around the world. Total Group revenue for the year ended 31 March 2009 was $3.9bn.

– We have over 100,000 clients across the world, with no single client accounting for more than 2% 
 of group revenue.

– For the year ended 31 March 2009 55% of our revenue came from North America, 12% from Latin 
	 America,	22%	from	UK	and	Ireland	and	11%	from	EMEA/Asia	Pacific.

– For the year ended 31 March 2009 42% of our revenue came from Credit Services, 13% from 
 Decision Analytics, 20% from Marketing Services and 25% from Interactive.

–	 Our	customer	base	is	diverse,	with	41%	of	revenue	generated	from	financial	services 
 clients, 18% from direct-to- consumer, 14% from retail, home shopping and catalogue, 5% from 
 telecommunications and utilities, 5% from government, public sector and education, and the 
 balance from automotive, insurance and media, publishing and advertising.

– Globally, Experian has approximately 450m consumer credit records and approximately 35m 
 business credit records.

CR Performance and policies

KPIs
Our Annual Report includes two CR KPIs: our degree of employee engagement and our carbon 
footprint.

Our environmental policy was endorsed by the board in 2009 and states that we intend to reduce our 
impacts. We have set global objectives to achieve an overall reduction in our carbon footprint over the 
next three years, from April 2009.

Employee engagement was up by 3% when we surveyed in January 2009. Engagement is partly 
affected by the extent to which our employees believe in the company and the way it operates.

Policies
There are a range of policies that demonstrate the standards we use in managing the Group. We 
have grouped those most relevant to CR here but they also feature in each section under the relevant 
responsibility.

Global Environmental Policy
Global Procurement Policy
Global Security Policies and Standards

US Harrassment
US Ethical Principles
US Bribery Corrupt Practices

UK Code of Conduct
UK Equal Opportunities
UK Young Workers
UK Whistleblowing
UK Right to work in the UK
UKDignity at work

SA Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment Act

Graphs and tables
For	each	of	our	six	published	responsibilities	we	have	quantified	our	performance	wherever	possible	
and summarised these facts here. For more details and context please do refer to the section tab.











Reporting policies and assurance
When referring to ‘this year’ in our text throughout this report we mean the year from 1 April
2008 to 31 March 2009.

This year we appointed Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) as our independent assurance providers.
Their assurance report, relating to this report (published on 12 June 2009) can be found as a PDF
in the sidebar.

This year we have further defined our principles and methodologies which are detailed in the side
bar. Our principles and methodologies for carbon reporting are duplicated in a separate section
under Environment



Case Studies - Using and protecting data:
Consumer information security week with a difference



Case Studies - Using and protecting data:
Consumer global enhancements to data protection



Case Studies - Our products and services:
Working with CGAP



Case Studies - Consumer engagement and empowerment:
Consumer champions



Case Studies - Consumer engagement and empowerment:
Military advice



Case Studies - Being a good employer:
Diversity in the senior leadership team



Case Studies - Being a good employer:
Our business in South Africa 



Case Studies - Being a good employer:
A different look at diversity



Case Studies - Minimising environmental impact:
US Data Centre energy saving



Case Studies - An active community member:
Big Ticks



Our CR strategy and key
responsibilities
Experian’s aim is to make the business more sustainable from a
social, ethical and environmental (SEE) perspective. We
developed a framework of six key responsibilities in 2007 and a 
core strategy followed in 2008, strongly linked to elements of
the wider business strategy.

Experian’s particular focus - what is material?

Our framework for reporting follows the well recognised pattern of responsibilities to the
marketplace, workplace, community and environment.

We consider our marketplace responsibilities to be particularly material and so include within this 
heading our consideration of consumers, our responsibility to develop products and services with 
a strong social benefit and, most importantly, our good stewardship of data. Being a good
employer is vital since people are our key resource and linked to this is our relationship with the
communities where we are based. Strong environmental management is seen as an essential
means of controlling cost and is something we and our people are concerned about, so is
increasingly factored into decisions.

Corporate Responsibility strategy and its links to the wider business goals
This was only the second full year of development for the CR programme at Experian as an 
independent company but the aim is for CR to become second nature and simply part of the way 
we conduct our business, considering the longer term nature of decisions and our impact on 
society and the environment.

The CR strategy is focused on making this happen but at the same time supporting business
goals, strategy and resources.

Experian’s vision of becoming a necessary part of every major consumer economy in the world 
necessitates growth and, in the economic climate of the last two years, sustainability is an
important factor in our development.

The CR strategy
There are three strands to our CR strategy:
 – Business as usual, embedding SEE risks
 – Big Ideas, supporting innovation, seizing SEE opportunities
 – Focusing the community programme

All three strands support the central business vision, helping us achieve growth more responsibly 
and sustainably.

Business as usual, embedding SEE risks
We continue to embed considerations of SEE risks into our standard processes, including the
central risk assessments associated with any business development. This underpins our whole
business strategy but also supports our investment in our key resources; our people and our
data. As we grow and expand our capacity it’s important we take account of society’s
concerns, whether these are views on employment conditions or worries about personal data and
its security.

Big Ideas, supporting innovation seizing SEE opportunities
We intend CR to provide a catalyst for innovative ‘Big Ideas’; products or services that can
have a major social or environmental impact and really change lives.

Experian’s expertise is in providing unique insight and improving decision making. Using these
talents in a social and environmental capacity is something we are encouraging through a
programme of support and investment for products and services with an SEE focus. In turn this 
encourages innovation and potentially supports growth in new markets.

Focusing the community programme

We aim to create a focused approach for projects, funded with central monies but retain local
flexibility for regional funds to also address local community priorities.

Focusing the global community programme on financial education and entrepreneurship supports 
business goals, provides long term benefits for consumers and enables our employees to see 
Experian’s contribution making an impact.

Our vision for the future

Ultimately we see the business fully embracing the concept of the longer term and the wider view
of society’s concerns in its business planning.

The CR vision we have defined has been endorsed by the Board and incorporates risks and 
opportunities. It also encompasses elements of what’s unique about our business and how we 
specifically can make sure we contribute most to society.

       

Experian’s working population understands the social, ethical and environmental risks 
associated with the business and standard processes take account of these on a
day-to-day basis enabling the Group to create a stronger and more sustainable business
model.

The opportunities social, ethical and environmental issues present are regularly reviewed
and Experian considers how it can help other organisations become more sustainable
with new products and services.

Experian uses its skills, information and expertise to best effect in interactions with its
communities and helps them become more self sustaining.

Our CR strategy and key responsibilities





Managing CR
Governance

The CR governance structure we created in 2007 remains in place but is evolving. Our cross-
regional CR Management team includes members of our senior management team, including 
executives with responsibility for HR, marketing and sustainability and  executives leading global 
business lines and regions. The team is chaired by the Company Secretary, Charles Brown and 
supported and advised by the Head of Global CR. 

The Board receives a report on CR progress at each meeting from the CEO, Don Robert and
directors are aware of the relevance of this to their duties and responsibilities.

A network of coordinators manages CR at regional level, ensuring data is reported, facts are
gathered and communication is managed locally.

Developments this year

Governance infrastructure

This year Asia Pacific and EMEA regions have made considerable strides in developing their CR 
governance infrastructure. Both regions have identified a regional coordinator and, as a result, 
reported data more fully.  EMEA has reported on South Africa and most of its smaller offices for the 
first time and Asia Pacific reported on offices in China and Australia, the countries where the majority 
of regional employees are based.

All regions have strengthened their reporting and communication processes and now submit data on 
a quarterly basis. The UK and EMEA management teams have included a CR related objective in their 
personal targets for the current financial year.

Targets and data

The Group has invested in a global CR data management system, CRedit 360, and in the year ending 
March 2010 we will be using it to report more dynamically at a regional and global level. It will also 
help us set quantifiable targets more easily and measure results regionally.

In a move towards embedding CR as well as providing more meaningful targets, global leaders for 
four of the six areas of responsibility have been identified and asked to contribute to the target setting 
process. The remaining two targets are being set by consultation with global forums supporting our 
community and consumer education functions. These targets will be published on the website by the 
end of June.

Communication

Employee awareness of our CR programme was identified in our recent global employee survey as an 
area which would assist with employee engagement and a specific internal communications programme 
is being developed which we hope will show results in 2010.

Assurance

This year we appointed PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) as our independent assurance providers and 
have retained CR consultants, Acona, in an advisory and support capacity. This separates the two 
functions and gives us a useful new perspective as we strive to improve.



Working with key stakeholders
Making successful and appropriate use of information is a 
complex and detailed task, ever-changing as regulations, 
technology and market needs evolve. We work closely with a 
huge number of stakeholders to make sure that we understand 
their perspectives and that we share ours.

Making successful and appropriate use of information is a complex and detailed task, ever-changing as 
regulations, technology and market needs evolve. We work closely with a huge number of stakeholders 
to make sure that we understand their perspectives and that we share ours. 

Our suppliers are an important group of stakeholders. We depend on them for goods and services, and 
we want to be sure that they share and maintain our standards of business conduct. All purchasing 
is carried out under a Global Purchasing Policy, supplemented by specific ethical and environmental 
standards.

Experian supports and partners with hundreds of organisations around the world; from industry bodies 
to NGOs, from banks to educators. We contribute to the development of ideas and regulation, as well 
as sharing our partners’ reach and expertise to help us discharge our responsibility to inform and 
empower consumers on financial matters.

But ultimately our most important stakeholder group is our people, without whom there would be 
no Experian. We have undertaken a comprehensive global survey to understand their views in depth 
and particularly their views on how we measure up as a corporate citizen. Overall we’ve had a great 
response rate (84%) which is a very positive message. We’ve also seen a 3% increase in our people’s 
engagement. Still, there is work to do. We’re not communicating our CR strategy and achievements 
well enough, and we know we could do more to involve a broader number of our people as we set 
our goals. Steps are already underway in the current financial year to address these issues. We look 
forward to reporting results next year.

Working with key stakeholders



Suppliers
We depend on many hundreds of global suppliers to support our business, providing everything from 
office equipment to air tickets, data centre servers to professional advice.  We want to ensure that our 
suppliers share our concern for human rights and good ethical standards, and we have taken steps to 
set out the standards that we expect.  Our supply chain principles are based on accepted international 
norms. 

Many of our suppliers are already managing their companies in a sustainable way,  and all that we 
work with sign up to our standards, but we would like to know more to help us find partnership and 
knowledge sharing opportunities.

We are developing an online survey that will appear on our Group website, initially for suppliers but 
eventually for other key stakeholders. We hope to gather information on our suppliers’  sustainability 
standards through this simple survey, but also to ask for input on our own priorities.

Supply chain standards

All our worldwide purchasing is covered by a Global Purchasing Policy, which includes the following 
elements: 

Openness and Fairness:  Experian will provide all suppliers with opportunities to sell their products 
and services meeting the requirements of Experian. This will include not only those suppliers with past 
relationships with Experian, but newcomers as well.

Rational Selection Criteria:  Selection of suppliers will be on the basis of rational and clear selection 
criteria, such as quality, price, delivery assurance and reliability, so as to purchase superior goods and 
services from the most competitive suppliers.

Ethical and Professional Standards:  In dealing with any supplier, Experian employees will conduct 
themselves in compliance with Experian business ethics and in such a manner that does not bring 
Experian into disrepute or provide a conflict of interest or financial gain to either the employee or 
anyone associated with the employee.

Compliance with Laws and Environmental Protection: In conducting procurement activities, 
Experian will seek to fulfil its role as a good corporate citizen by observing all related laws and 
regulations and by taking into consideration such factors as conservation of natural resources and the 
protection of the environment.

We also have a more detailed set of supply chain principles based on International Labour Organisation 
(ILO) conventions and other international norms which are helpful in cases where we think there may 
be a risk of labour rights or other ethical failings. In the UK suppliers are expected to explicitly endorse 
these principles at the start of a relationship.

In Brazil we have this year created a new standard contract with environmental and social clauses. The 
programme next year is to ensure that it is consistently and effectively applied.  The first steps will be 
to target any vendors that provide higher risk goods or services.

Supply chain engagement

Having set out our Policy and Principles, we then aim to work with suppliers on key issues.  This 
is done very much on a targeted basis, picking topics and supplier groups that present either an 
opportunity or a risk.  Examples of such engagement from this year are as follows: 

– Serasa Experian has established a partnership with INTEGRARE - an NGO founded in 1999 to 
 promote and facilitate diversity in supply chains.  INTEGRARE’s model is to work with purchasing 
 companies (associates) to promote minority vendors and entrepreneurs, such as African 
 descendants, indigenous descendants and people with physical or mental disabilities.  Serasa 
 Experian is working towards enabling its Procurement team to draw on INTEGRARE’s vendor’s 
 data base. 

In the UK, we have defined a group of 139 suppliers, who between them represent 80% of purchases.  
We are exploring how best to work with them to improve their environmental performance and – as 
a first step – we are investigating how many comply with the ISO14001 international standard for 
environmental management.



Regulators and industry bodies
All around the world companies meet to share information and solve problems, and Experian plays an 
active part in many of these bodies, from working on a new technical standard to organising customer 
forums to discuss how things could be done better.

– Among our most important stakeholders are the data regulators all over the world – those bodies 
 who set and monitor the standards for our work.  We aim for constructive and open relationships 
 with them, sharing our knowledge of successful data protection.  

– We talk openly with policy makers – governments and those who advise them – as part of the 
 process of designing the best possible legislation.

–	 It	can	sometimes	be	difficult	to	work	directly	with	competitors,	but	in	most	countries	there	are 
 trade bodies of which Experian is an active member.  This gives us chance to share information, 
 and many of those bodies involve not just competitors but customers, too.  

– We play an active part in setting standards, for example in Brazil employees participate in 
 a specialised forum of a Brazilian technical committee (a member of the Joint ISO/IEC Technical 
 Committee)  to discuss and contribute to information  security international standards.



Charities, NGOs and educators
One of our responsibilities is to inform and empower consumers, raising standards of financial 
awareness and literacy.  Over a long period, we have developed close relationships with third parties 
to help us do this.  By working with others in this way we can expand our reach, get the best possible 
expertise and make our work much more effective.  Some examples are:

– National Debtline (NDL) – we support the UK’s national debt advice safety-net for indebted 
 consumers.  About 10% of NDL’s callers receive consumer credit advice.

– The Money Advice Liaison Group meets bi-monthly in the UK - bringing together lenders, money 
 advice organisations, debt collectors, government departments and agencies, credit reference 
 agencies and any other organisations involved in credit and debt in the UK.

– The Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) is a UK network of independent advice provision on all aspects 
 of modern life including debt and money matters.  Experian has a long-term relationship with 
 CAB and Money Advice Scotland, a similar organisation in Scotland. In the US Experian supports 
 and participates in a number of national consumer advocacy and consumer protection 
 organizations such as the National Association of Consumer Agency Administrators (NACAA), 
 Call For Action, and the Consumer Federation of America to help them share accurate, vital 
 financial information with the consumers they touch.

– Young Consumers of the Year Competition and Consumer Challenge Quiz are both run by the 
 Trading Standards regulator in the UK to raise the profile of consumer finance issues.  Experian is 
 actively involved in both.

– Educators are an important partner for us.  Serasa Experian has supported the Inaugural Business 
 Administration Class at Faculdades Trevisan (University) and continues to be involved in many 
 universities across Brazil. In the US Experian continues to be a strong supporter of national youth 
 education programmes. The National Consumers League LifeSmarts program – sponsored by 
 Experian – shares important personal financial knowledge with more than 30,000 middle and 
 high-school aged students across the US.  

– Experian supports the US Department of Defence Financial Readiness Challenge, educating 
 thousands of US soldiers and their families at military bases across the country about credit and 
 credit reporting so that they can make better financial decisions. 

– Relationships with national financial education organisations are also very important in North 
 America, the UK and Brazil, and help Experian extend financial education by providing crucial 
 knowledge to educators who can share it with their students. In the US Experian strongly supports 
 organisations such as the JumpStart Coalition for Financial Literacy and the Institute for Financial 
 Literacy, providing education materials, financial assistance, serving as corporate advisors and as 
 speakers at national events.



Clients
Our client companies are many and varied, in every sector, and we work closely with them, collectively 
and individually, to share our expertise and perspectives on matters of concern to society that arise 
from our industry’s focus on data. 

We are regular participants at conferences, where we speak on data protection, positive data and 
financial information (among other topics).  Examples from businesses that have become part of 
Experian recently include:

– The Congress of Credit Cards in Brazil for executives of companies related to the card industry and 
 financial sector in general, 

– Event Itaú for Investors for potential foreign investors in Brazil, and  

– A Consumer Credit Conference for Krediidiinfo customers in Estonia.

We are also in regular dialogue with clients through our own events and are seen as thought leaders in 
fields such as identity theft, fraud and intelligent but safe and ethical use of data.

Finally, we interact with clients directly on CR issues when completing their tender questionnaires and 
we cooperate through initiatives such as the Carbon Disclosure’s supply chain project to share our own 
information.



People
Ultimately, our most important stakeholders are our people.  Two-way communications are a natural 
and essential part of our day-to-day operations; management briefings, email, intranet sites, team 
meetings and even just conversations in the corridor all have an important role to play.  In recent 
years we have supported these methods with a global survey, giving every one of our people the 
chance to respond anonymously to a detailed questionnaire testing their views on all aspects of 
working for Experian.  The survey is administered on-line and available in ten languages.  It is 
designed and administered by an independent company, which allows us to compare our results with 
those of other companies collected over many years.

Almost 12,000 of our people took part in the survey in January 2009, a response rate of 84% 
compared with last year’s participation of 73%. This year’s level of participation was consistent with 
a high performing company that runs regular surveys.  In almost all areas of the survey we recorded 
improvements in our people’s responses over the previous year, and our scores were ahead of the 
financial sector ‘norms’ in most areas.  Our long term objective is to match the highest performing 
companies surveyed, and, although we have some way to go, this year’s scores took us well on the 
way.  In particular:

– Scores increased significantly on 88% of questions and all 14 categories in the 2009 survey;

– Many of the positive increases reflect satisfaction with arrangements at a local level: local 
 management, teamwork, resourcing and performance management;

– Comparisons to all external norms have improved, especially the Global Financial Services Norm, 
 and reveal a much more established business, well up with its peers.

As with any survey of this kind, much of the value is in highlighting what we need to work on next 
year.  Our people asked us to simplify decision making and concentrate more on talent management 
among other areas.



Our responsibility
To use and protect data properly, respecting all the relevant
laws, helping evolve industry guidelines and new legislation and 
ensuring a culture of compliance with the high standards of
integrity.

Data security is part of Experian’s culture. Whether it is implementing secure application
development, or changing passwords regularly, or simply locking your screen when you get up from 
your desk, Experian’s people understand the importance of data security. Confidentiality,
availability, and integrity are our watchwords.

This year we have further globalised our Information Security function, increasing our resilience by 
creating a consistent approach, simplifying procedures and instructions. Setting up our Global
Security Steering Committee has given us a better insight and feedback from each region and
business on the embedding of security strategy and the effectiveness of existing programmes.

Employee training and awareness on information security remains a top priority. Education,
training week long programmes, email campaigns and, in Brazil, even cartoon characters, have all 
played their part and we make it a requirement that employees complete an annual review of data 
security practices.

Regionally there has been a focus on supporting the growth of our business both in reviewing 
information security risks and implementing robust infrastructures as we expand with new credit 
bureaux.

As well as making sure our data is secure, we play an important role in ensuring consumers’ best 
interests, as well as those of the business sector, are considered as country legislation governing
data evolves. We’ve detailed developments in this section in Italy, Brazil, South Africa, Spain and
India but our involvement is world-wide, in every country where we have a significant presence.

In recognition of our standards we’ve also won awards and industry registrations including a fifth 
consecutive year award from CIFAS, the UK’s anti-fraud body and the Payment Card Industry (PCI) 
standard in the US.

Using and protecting data



Background to the way we manage data
This section gives more details on key data management policies and procedures and the way we 
involve our people in implementing them.

People
Our information risk management and protection organization is led by a global chief information 
security officer, and a team of information protection specialists, information technology experts, 
program managers, and legal and compliance advisors who are among the leaders in their field. 
Together, they implement processes and technology that allow for cost-effective protection of 
information while balancing risk and expense. 

Our internal training capabilities allow us to continually develop, educate, and train our staff. 
Where legally permitted, we perform background checks on all individuals who have access to sensitive 
information. These checks may include criminal background checks, financial checks, and reviews 
of previous employment references. Upon hiring, each Experian representative signs proprietary 
information, non-disclosure, and invention agreements.

Experian ensures that appropriate separation of duties exists among the staff, including access to 
systems and networks. Access is granted to only approved individuals based upon business need. 
Duties are assigned in such a manner that a person does not have the opportunity to conceal their 
errors or irregularities.

Data
The importance of protecting data under the stewardship of Experian is embedded within the Experian 
culture.  All staff including employees, consultants, contractors and temporary workers are trained in 
how to properly classify the data they are collecting, storing or exchanging with business partners, 
customers, third party service providers or employees. Data classified as confidential or restricted is 
protected in a variety of ways that meet the control objectives outlined in the ISO 27001 framework as 
well as with all applicable regulatory and industry requirements. 

Executive and senior management actively participate in setting goals and promoting the data protection 
programme throughout the company.

We take a managed approach to security to ensure that data is protected through the entire life cycle. 
During creation, transformation and use, storage, and destruction we deploy the latest techniques and 
processes to provide the best possible protection. To protect our customers, consumers, stakeholders, 
and Experian’s corporate reputation, we monitor our systems to ensure high standards of data 
protection.

Network security and intrusion detection
We monitor inbound and outbound connections for signs of known threats and anomalous activity, and 
take action based on identification of improper traffic. 

Firewalls and intrusion detection devices protect entrance to Experian’s network. The internal network is 
divided into security zones providing additional layers of protection. Access to the production systems is 
granted on an as-needed basis and is monitored for any possible abuse or unauthorized users.

Experian protects our telecommunications system and any computer system or network device that is 
used to reduce the risk of infiltration and access penetration. We maintain state-of-the-art firewalls and 
provide general maintenance and monitoring of firewalls. We strictly monitor and approve all firewall 
rule set changes and provide monitoring of firewalls in order to identify attempted security violations.

Virus protection
Experian deploys, implements, and maintains the most current commercially available computer virus 
detection/scanning programme. We use three-tiered virus prevention architecture to prevent the 
infection and spread of computer viruses between parties that access or exchange data or files through 
network connectivity.

Vulnerability and threat management
In addition to Experian’s three-tiered virus protections, Experian’s security operations group continuously 
scans our network and systems for vulnerabilities. We have security standards for configuration of our 
systems devices that are maintained by our professional system administration staff. 

Access control
Experian implements the latest measures to restrict electronic access to our systems to only authorised 
personnel who are subject to nondisclosure agreements for the protection of sensitive information. We 
ensure that all personnel who access or submit material to our systems are uniquely identified and 
authenticated. We enforce the principle of least privilege so that authorised personnel only have the 
level of access to our systems required to perform their job functions in providing services to them.

In addition to application, database, or operating system level access controls, we encrypt data (as 
required by regulation, our client contracts, and our corporate data protection policies) using strong, 
industry-standard encryption technology when not under the strict controls of our host systems.

Data integrity
Experian safeguards the confidentiality and integrity of all data being transmitted over our network. We 
implement and maintain strong, industry-standard encryption techniques to protect clients’ data when 
transmitted over open networks. 

Physical security
Experian’s data centres are protected by a 24x7 manned security operation. Security officers patrol 
the site, ensure that all appropriate and established security measures are followed, and monitor and 
record closed circuit cameras. The cameras provide surveillance of the interior, parking lots, and all 
perimeter areas. Building access is controlled through the use of an electronically coded magnetic-
striped badge system. There are specific access levels controlling restricted areas that are approved 
only through senior management.
Access to secured areas within our facilities, such as data centres and telecommunications areas, 
is restricted to authorized personnel on an as-needed basis. These areas are protected with entry 
controls such as video surveillance, locks, magnetic swipe cards, proximity card readers, and 
biometrics readers. An audit trail of access is maintained and regularly reviewed. 

Building and work site security
Our facilities use access control systems to protect main entrances, computer rooms, print centres, 
tape libraries, and general offices. The systems use a completely distributed database. All card 
information, time zone information, relay control information, and alarm point monitoring information 
is loaded into system memory. The unit is standalone, with no dependence on any other equipment. 

Guard stations and a card reader entry system are located at entry points. Cards are required to 
enter internal areas. Permanent badges are issued to all employees and must be worn when on the 
premises. Visitors are required to sign in and are issued temporary badges.

Data centres
Only authorized personnel with magnetically encoded card key badges can enter the data centres. 
Card key locks, which are installed on all doors to the data centre, are electronically activated based 
on insertion of a correctly coded card key badge. All card key badges are inventoried and controlled by 
Operations management. Lost or stolen cards are reported immediately and, if necessary, all locks are 
re-coded and new badges are issued. All locks are changed and badges are reissued at intermittent 
intervals to complete the card/code security cycle. 

Employee remote access
Remote access is provided on a limited basis to employees whose job functions warrant such access 
using strong, multi-factor authentication, and only then connected to Experian’s internal network. 



Developments in systems and policy
Our global approach to Information Security has established deeper roots this year; we’ve simplified 
processes to help our people comply with standards and refreshed and reissued a shorter version of 
the global information security policy. See the case study in the side bar for more details.

Alongside this reissue we’ve coordinated communication campaigns across our regions to make sure 
our people are aware of their responsibilities. Articles on intranets, compulsory computer based 
training and ‘Information Security Week’ events have all been used to improve people’s awareness and 
knowledge. An example from Serasa Experian is shown in the side bar.

We’ve implemented operations across the majority of our regions during the year to ensure data 
on laptops and desktop computers is as secure as possible, installing cryptography software and 
upgrading our internet security with improved intrusion prevention systems.

 Ensuring that clients’ and third parties are aware of their responsibilities and act to comply with our 
standards has been another important emphasis. In South Africa, where we expect the credit providers 
we work with to comply with our encryption standards, we’re working with the Credit Providers 
Association (CPA, the Regulator appointed under the SA National Credit Act) so that standards are 
improved across their whole membership. We have appointed a specific manager to lead this important 
initiative.

In Brazil we have included protective clauses regarding system security in our suppliers’ standard 
terms and conditions and we encourage and educate suppliers and clients in how to improve their 
security measures.

The US has been active with clients and resellers for some time. Compliance investigators work 
closely with them to make sure they understand and comply with our standards and we have this year 
established “RIP3A”, a Reseller Independent 3rd Party Assessment programme, which helps us gain 
greater visibility of third party environments and manage risks accordingly. 



New issues and opportunities
This year the new issues are largely related to our growth and the social issues we face as we develop 
our business. We’re continuing to establish ourselves in new regions and in the more established 
regions we’re educating and advising our different audiences and involving ourselves in legislation 
regarding the new and different use of personal data as described below.

Growth in new regions
A major development this year has been the first stage of a new business in India. We have been 
granted a license to develop a credit bureau after a long period of negotiation and consultation working 
with the Indian authorities. The business is only in its infancy but we are using some of our most 
experienced staff and ensuring that high standards of information integrity, security and access to 
personal data are ingrained from the outset. We are also taking steps to support the education process 
around responsible use of credit, beginning with an association with a school in the slums of Mumbai. 
As our business develops we intend to start tackling mainstream financial education issues for the 
wider population. 

Access to new data
In both Brazil and Spain, the use of positive data is the issue of the day. Negative information, for 
example on loan defaults, is useful but a capacity for providing and sharing positive information, for 
example,  provides many benefits for consumers, the lending organisations and the overall economy of 
a country. Faster more accurate lending decisions are made, risk reduced and consumers are able to 
influence decisions more openly and easily. 

In Spain our business has been established and well respected since 2002 and has been involved in 
discussions with national authorities around the issue of positive data.  In December 2007 legislation 
changed and, since then, Experian has been developing its infrastructure for a positive credit 
bureau with a view to launch in June 2009. The rights of the consumer have been fully taken into 
consideration during this development and information will only be included in their credit profile with 
their permission. Our global information security standards and management practices have been 
adopted locally and consumers and financial institutions will benefit from our experience of running 
similar bureaux in countries world-wide. We have provided information in our public announcements 
about the benefits of positive data inclusion and as the bureau is launched we will begin to provide 
targeted education material for the consumer.

Further regulation regarding the use of positive data in Brazil has been passed by their government’s 
House of Representatives. There are several more steps to be taken before the regulation becomes 
legally binding, making the sharing of data easier. We featured a case study in last year’s report and 
have been working to  educate consumers in Brazil about what is meant by positive data, providing 
material in the media and through our own offices and contact points. This year we have also been 
providing information for clients, analysts and investors.

Using data for different purposes and compliance with legislation
Brazil‘s federal government is also considering the introduction of a citizen identity smart card. 
Serasa Experian has effectively participated in public debates about the project, lobbying to inform 
government and society about the advantages of including Digital Certification in the card, allowing the 
use of this ID for authenticating digital transactions which could considerably reduce the rate of online 
fraud. 

In Italy we have been working with the Ministry of Economy and Finance for some time, helping them 
build a fraud prevention model as part of  a project of law that the Italian parliament is currently 
examining. The public fraud prevention office will eventually administer the system and be able to 
help us verify the identity of consumers for our clients, reducing fraud and identity theft. We have 
been lobbying to encourage the use of this system for not only banks and financial institutions but also 
utility and insurance companies.

We continue to work with governments and legislators in all our regions on the development of data 
protection measures. In South Africa we engage with the Regulator appointed under the National 
Credit Act; the Credit Providers Association and the Credit Bureau Association, a voluntary association 
of credit bureaux and the Credit Information Ombudsman. Two members of the Experian executive 
(MD and Head: Consumer Information Services) serve on the CIO council and  Experian won the 2008 
CIO award for “Best Credit Bureau in South Africa” with specific reference to consumer data and query 
resolution processes. While data protection is currently not legislated in South Africa, the ‘Protection of 
Personal Information Bill’ is expected to be passed into law in July/August 2009. We have proactively 
addressed many of the elements regarding information and data safety in alignment with Experian’s 
global focus on global information security and have taken the lead in the South African marketplace in 
ensuring that all movement of data between data providers and bureaux is secured and encrypted.  We 
will continue to focus on data security to ensure we fully comply with this legislation.



Achievements and awards
In the US, Experian achieved compliant status for 2008/09 with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data 
Security Standards in recognition of our commitment to protecting the confidentiality and integrity of 
cardholder data and personal data.

The PCI Data Security Standards are the result of collaboration between Visa and MasterCard to create 
common industry security requirements. Other card companies operating in the United States also 
have endorsed the standards within their respective programs.

In the UK we became the first Credit Reference Agency (CRA) to be awarded five consecutive superior 
Annual Review ratings from CIFAS, The UK’s Fraud Prevention Service. We are also the only CRA with 
accredited member status from a 270-strong membership base spanning the banking, insurance, retail 
and credit card sectors.

In South Africa Experian won the 2008 CIO award for “Best Credit Bureau in South Africa” with specific 
reference to consumer data and query resolution processes.



Our responsibility
To create social and economic benefit through our products, 
services and capabilities, balancing commercial benefit with 
consumer’s rights and needs.

The impact of Experian’s core products and services on society has been brought into clear focus
this year. As some businesses have struggled to survive we have listened closely to our clients’
needs and adapted quickly to market conditions, providing them with means of controlling their
costs and further reducing their exposure to financial risks.

Innovation has never been more important to us, and we have adapted current products and
created new ones to help tackle the issues of the day. But as we’ve done this for business clients
we’ve kept an eye on the needs of the consumer: our collections service supports businesses in 
collecting monies owed to them, but we also help them build up a comprehensive picture of
consumers’ circumstances so that collections teams deal with people sensitively and fairly.

To help consumers directly we’ve improved our products that help them manage their own credit,
and we are investing more in identity theft management services in the coming year.

And keeping the needs of society and the consumer in focus is a priority for the foreseeable future
as we embed these factors in our product development processes. There are some particularly
strong initiatives in the pipeline led by the US with the customer at the heart of product
development, which will be a key focus for management over the coming fiscal year (2010).

Innovation from a strong social, ethical and environmental perspective has seen a number of
exciting initiatives develop this year with products from Brazil providing digital certificates for micro
and small entrepreneurs and the UK providing a tool that can help organisations assess the ‘Green’ 
capacity of a market segment.

And we’re continuing to invest small amounts of funding to encourage our people to come up with 
further such developments. In our first year of  CR funding for innovative ‘Big Ideas’ we pioneered a 
project in conjunction with the World Bank to make microfinance more efficient and have reported 
progress this year in the section on encouraging innovation.

This year we have allocated CR funds for the development of two products in new  fields. One will 
support companies wanting to understand their position on employee diversity and plan actions to 
address any imbalance. The other will provide a means of engaging employees in managing their
own carbon footprint.

Our products and services



Developments this year
Experian’s mainstream products help organisations make business decisions more quickly and 
efficiently, providing unique insights that derive from our lengthy experience in the field, our depth of 
knowledge and the breadth of the data we manage. Many of our products have direct benefit to society 
through supporting access to credit and hence the growth of economies. This year, organisations have 
needed a different level of support and we’ve innovated and adapted our services to help businesses 
survive the recession.

Improving business survival during credit crunch
Specific developments in this field include indices to assess affordability and the degree of consumer 
indebtedness, developed and used in the UK, US and Italy to help lenders have confidence in their 
lending activity.

We’ve developed a means of organisations assessing the risk exposure in their whole customer 
portfolio and published risk management reports to give additional insight to the market in such 
uncertain times.  New data sources and expertise drawn from our geodemographic marketing  business 
have enriched our credit and risk analysis making scoring more strongly predictive and reliable. And 
we’ve developed a collections business to support our client’s needs to ensure their loans are repaid, 
while making sure we help them target those who can repay and enabling them to treat those who 
have difficulty in repaying more sensitively.

Fraud is a perennial problem that increases in times of economic downturn. We’ve introduced new 
products to reduce business exposure to the professional fraudster.
Our Brazilian business has focused effort on improving efficiency, especially for microbusinesses and 
new entrepreneurs, introducing a service to help them facilitate their access to digital certificates more 
easily.  In a similar vein they have introduced an electronic invoice portal enabling companies to meet 
governmental regulations without investing in expensive IT infrastructure.

Improving conditions for the consumer
As well as supporting businesses, we’re supporting the consumer, both directly and indirectly. 

Our products that give people an insight to their credit profile have been improved with initiatives in 
the UK and US. In the UK we’ve re-launched our online CreditExpert service with easier navigation, 
improved interpretation of credit history and a credit score simulator to show consumers how their 
behaviour affects their rating. In the US we’ve enhanced the presentation and navigation through the 
consumer credit reports that appear in products such as Triple Advantage.

To help people protect themselves against fraud we’ve introduced an identity theft protection product 
in the US that sits alongside products such as ChildSecure and FamilySecure, introduced in previous 
years. It supports consumers through continuous monitoring, rapid alerting, and fraud resolution and 
recovery services, along with an insurance policy against monetary loss.

Indirectly, we’re helping consumers through our clients too. We’ve driven a communication campaign 
regarding the Red Flag rules that went into effect in January in the US. These require credit-granting 
institutions to establish reasonable procedures to detect, prevent and mitigate identity theft. Tackling 
issues regarding respect for privacy, we’ve established a site called emailresponsibly.com that targets 
the email marketer and offers best practice recommendations; and addresses compliance issues.

Most importantly, we’re putting the consumer at the centre of our product development processes and 
are currently conducting research to define some common customer satisfaction measures that we can 
use across our portfolio of products to help us improve the user experience in all we do.

Working with governments, public bodies and NGOs
For some time Experian has been working with the public sector in most of our regions. This year is no 
exception. We have launched products focused specifically on helping local government in the UK know 
its audience and target resources better. These work alongside products such as Mosaic Origins, our 
ethnic profiling tool described last year. In Brazil we have worked in partnership with Financial Investor 
Relations Bureau (FIRB) and two other firms to provide a new technological platform that facilitates 
the participation of shareholders in the decision process of public companies through the Internet.  And 
in Spain, we’ve worked on a pro-bono basis with the Red Cross, helping them cleanse their marketing 
data and improve their communications and fundraising. 

Of particular note are our relationships with CGAP (the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor in alliance 
with the World Bank), and the UK government’s Innovators’ Council.
Our work with CGAP was initially enabled with some central CR funding as part of our ‘Big Ideas’ 
initiative. We’re developing a partnership to research the micro-credit sector market and the 
application of our skills to make micro- loaning more efficient. See the Big Ideas >link section for more 
details.

The Innovators’ Council is a new UK government initiative to promote the most innovative ideas for the 
reform of public services. The group consists of creative thinkers from public services, charities and 
businesses to help drive public service reform. Experian has been invited to take part in recognition of 
our work with councils in their Transformational Government programme which helps target resources 
on those in most need.



Encouraging innovation with CR
Big Ideas
Our Big Ideas programme uses earmarked central funding to fuel innovation and help us develop 
products and services with real social or environmental benefits, using our unique skill set to its full 
advantage. We invest small amounts at an early stage to support feasibility studies or the development 
needed to adapt a product for a new focus. 

Last year we supported the development of a microfinance initiative in partnership with CGAP (The 
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor - A consortium of 33 development agencies that support 
microfinance). That relationship and research is ongoing.

We also funded the launch and marketing of a computer based game called Creditability, which aims 
to help young people of 14 -16 learn more about how to manage their finances. It was successfully 
launched this year and is being used in schools. Creditability can be accessed through Bebo.

This year we have set aside funding for developing two products in new fields, one will support 
companies wanting to understand their position on employee diversity and plan actions to address 
any imbalance. The other will provide a means of engaging employees in managing their own carbon 
footprint.

Greener employees
This idea takes an Experian product, GreenAware, which is currently being launched to help 
organisations understand the environmental motivations of the general public, and focuses it on a 
company’s employees. The aim is to help employees understand their own carbon impact and enable 
them to set themselves realistic targets to improve. 

GreenAware relies on a combination of our products and services, which are predictive of household’s 
carbon outputs and people’s behaviour plus actual Experian survey data and research results from the 
Stockholm Environmental Institute (SEI).

The premise of the Big Idea is that individual employees will use SEI’s carbon calculator to give an 
accurate picture of their own carbon footprint and then, using the model created by GreenAware, 
compare themselves with the norm for their neighbourhood/colleagues and then set themselves 
realistic targets to improve as a result.

A Chief Executive’s  award programme could provide an ideal incentive to encourage employee 
engagement with awards made to those judged to have stretched themselves and improved most.

Measuring and improving diversity
In conjunction with Professor Richard Webber, a former executive of Experian, we have developed 
the capability to predict the most likely ethnic origin and gender of a person’s name. Mosaic Origins 
classifies people into one of approximately 230 segments according to the part of the world their 
forebears are most likely to have come from. 

Mosaic Origins is already proving a success; it is used by over 60 public sector clients to understand 
and target communities with appropriate service and the Information Commissioner’s Office for the UK 
has approved a series of protocols that ensure compliance with ethnicity codes of practice.

A new use of this product is proposed to help Human Resources teams analyse the ethnic diversity of 
their working population and compare it with the ethnicity of the employee catchment area, without 
having to rely on volunteered ethnicity information. Using this tool to identify any imbalance, actions 
can be planned to support recruitment and development activities to improve diversity.



Products sorted by benefit
Products supporting improved business survival

Affordability Index - UK
Experian’s new Affordability Index advances current credit-scoring systems by considering all areas of 
spending to help lenders quickly and more accurately judge consumers’ ability to make repayments. 
By automatically comparing income and expected monthly outgoings, the Affordability Index uses 
Experian’s data and analytics capabilities to provide lenders with an indication of an applicant’s ability 
to afford future repayments, in addition to their previous credit performance. 

Risk Audit Plus – UK
With the UK economy in recession, Experian has developed Risk Audit Plus to help businesses address 
a number of the challenges they face in today’s economic climate.  These include: understanding which 
businesses have the highest likelihood of failure, measuring the knock-on effect of potential bad debt 
and pinpointing when and whether a business is likely to pay its bills.

Credit Risk Dossier  - UK
Containing emerging market insights and suggested strategies from the company’s industry experts, 
Experian’s Credit Risk Dossier sets out the new considerations that will increasingly govern how 
lenders approach risk management.   At the heart of the report lies the importance of optimising risk 
management procedures across the entire (portfolio?)

Intelliscore Plus – US
Intelliscore PlusSM is a business-to-business credit score designed to provide significant increases in 
predictive power. It offers a reliable assessment of future business delinquency, which is particularly 
important in today’s uncertain economic times.

NeverPay score- US
NeverPay score allows lenders to identify which consumers are likely to open an account and never 
make a payment.  The score helps lenders reduce losses resulting from “Never Pay” fraud.  It is the 
first generic score on the market to predict this type of fraud. 

Data Enhanced Collections - UK
The data enhancement service enables collectors to better assess the propensity of each customer’s 
ability to pay, maximise contacts with the right parties and more effectively prioritise debt for 
collection. 

Consumer Debt Index - Italy
This index is a credit bureau product for the prevention of overindebtness and is used in clients’ 
application processing activity. 

e-CPF simples – Brazil
A digital certificate specially designed for micro and small entrepreneurs. Cheaper than the regular 
digital certificates, e-CPF simples allows entrepreneurs to reach public services, especially the Brazilian 
Internal Revenue Service, in a much faster and more efficient way, allowing micro and small businesses 
to  solve legal issues online.

NF-e Portal – Brazil
This electronic invoice portal enables companies to meet governmental regulations without investing 
in expensive IT infrastructure. By law, some companies from specific economic segments are obliged 
to issue electronic invoices. For many of them, this compliance would mean greater costs in terms 
of IT infrastructure, software licenses and storage, The NF-e Portal delivers full solution for creating 
electronic invoices at a low-cost and with fast implementation.

Digital certification services for small businesses - Brazil
Sebrae is the primary Brazilian agency for the promotion of small and medium businesses. It provides 
free consulting for small entrepreneurs during the start up of their businesses. Serasa Experian has 
transferred digital certification knowledge and expertise to Sebrae in order to improve its process 
efficiency.



Products supporting the consumer

Red Flag communication campaign – US
Red Flag rules went into effect January 2008 as provisions of 2003’s Fair and Accurate Transactions 
Act (FACTA). They required credit-granting institutions to establish reasonable procedures to detect, 
prevent and mitigate identity theft in connection with their customer accounts. Experian offered a 
tailored service ranging from cross checking and suspicious activity identification to more complex data 
intelligence-driven fraud products to meet many of the Red Flag rules requirements.

ProtectMyId.com – US
A new online membership product to meet the needs of consumer for identity theft protection, it 
provides continuous monitoring, rapid alerting, and expert fraud resolution and recovery services along 
with a $1 million Identity Theft Guarantee.

Cell phone Indicator - US
Due to recent legal activity, clients must identify cell phone numbers and prevent them from being 
dialled by their auto-diallers. We have enhanced our products to provide a cell phone indicator to help 
clients comply with the federal law.

CreditExpert  - UK
CreditExpert, the UK’s credit report subscription service has been relaunched with easier navigation, 
improved interpretation of credit history (a report summary and explanation of important factors), and 
a credit score simulator to show consumers how their behaviour affects their rating. There are also  
score calculators, quizzes and an expanded information centre.

Triple Advantage - US
We’ve enhanced the overall presentment and navigation through the consumers’ credit report, making 
it faster and easier for consumers to find and use the information within their report and added creditor 
contact information.

Emailresponsibly.com  - US
A  two-way Knowledge-Sharing Resource for Email Marketers.  The site is run by a team of leading 
industry experts who review email campaigns; offer best practices and program recommendations; 
address deliverability and compliance issues; and provide benchmark data and industry statistics, news 
and a variety of other email-related topics in an unbiased and informational format.

 
Working with governments, charities and NGOs
Digital Certification for the Web Shareholders Assembly - Brazil
Serasa Experian, in partnership with Financial Investor Relations Bureau, (FIRB), and two other 
organisations, is providing a new technological platform that facilitates the participation of shareholders 
in the decision process of public companies through the Internet. By enabling shareholders (especially 
minor and foreign shareholders) to access documentation remotely and  vote in relevant issues during 
assemblies, corporate governance gets a considerable boost. The legal validity of the process is 
guaranteed by Serasa Experian’s digital certification.

Identify - UK
A software component that enables (national?) government and local government to create a single 
citizen view to improve service levels and save money for public sector organisations.

Mosaic Public Sector - UK
Mosaic Public Sector is the UK’s first classification focused on the needs of the citizen. It supports 
better policy decision making by providing a single integrated view of typical citizens combining 
trend data from various public sources including health, crime, education, criminal justice, local and 
national government. This helps public sector organisations implement preventative measures for 
health, benchmark the performance of community services, deliver more effective communications and 
improve resource allocation at ground level.

Mosaic Origins - UK
Mosaic Origins was used to address the mounting cost of inappropriate use of Accident & Emergency 
(A&E) departments in London’s Tower Hamlets PCT. People were going to A&E with minor symptoms, 
which could be better treated outside hospital. Tower Hamlets ran a campaign based on research using 
Experian’s Mosaic Origins to pinpoint the ethnic, cultural and linguistic backgrounds of A&E users, 
which identified more frequent use of the departments by one ethnic group in particular.  As a result 
of this understanding, Tower Hamlets PCT launched its communications campaign among the ethnic 
group to create a better understanding of the role of GPs, pharmacists and health guides, and to 
encourage people to make greater use of their GPs. The reduction in A&E attendance was consequently 
matched by a corresponding rise in appointments and attendance at local GPs.



Our responsibility
To inform and empower consumers, and ensure that those who 
interact directly with our company receive fair and honest 
treatment.

Experian is much more than just a credit reference agency but this is one of our central services
and is very visible to the consumer so we focus on this role in this section of our report.

As a credit reference agency Experian is obliged by law to provide a certain level of service to 
consumers, but we set ourselves targets to exceed imposed standards. Experian has a network of 
community champions across the globe who lead the way in ensuring consumers’ rights and needs
are considered in our business interactions.

As in previous years we have assisted huge numbers of people. We report statistics to give readers 
an idea of the scale of our operations. We have 450 million consumer credit records and operate 15 
consumer credit bureaux.

We are still focused on improving our service to consumers in all capacities: statutory, voluntary
and commercial. The spread of our activities both geographically and by type makes it difficult to 
provide a consistent measure of performance, but we do provide a narrative of improvements in
this section and are looking at how we can make this increasingly quantitative.

One very significant achievement this year comes out of our consumer champions’ passion for their
role in informing and empowering consumers. These individuals across the world have created a
forum to share ideas and best practice on consumer education initiatives and are developing
materials collaboratively, creating efficiencies at the same time as inspiring each other.

The central direction for the Group’s community programme is also now focused on financial
education and entrepreneurship and so increasingly our funds will support projects that serve the
long term interests of the consumer.

Consumer engagement and empowerment



Background
Being a credit bureau brings with it responsibilities to the individual; national and state laws vary  but 
in general consumers have the right to see, challenge and amend their data and in many cases we 
have an obligation to inform them of changes. Meeting these statutory obligations is an essential part 
of the job. As a result, Experian handles millions of consumer interactions every year as calls, emails or 
applications through dedicated websites, and even visits in person. We operate large-scale consumer 
information centres and help-desks in several countries.  In handling consumer enquiries we are 
usually obliged by law to provide a certain level of service to consumers, but we set ourselves targets 
to exceed imposed standards and have a network of champions across the globe who lead the way on 
consumers’ rights.

Most statutory interactions concern individuals and their data, but we also operate large-scale 
voluntary programmes to help educate and inform customers on their rights, and how they can be 
responsible users of credit.  We produce credible materials, which we distribute in print and on-line 
, and work with partners to increase our reach.  The central direction for the Group’s community 
programme is also now focused on financial education and entrepreneurship. Increasingly this area of 
our work is being integrated with our Community Investment. 

As we develop more direct-to-consumer products, we have a third aspect to our work with consumers; 
the consumer in the role of customer.  Millions of people are buying Experian’s interactive products 
and using its websites.  We work hard to ensure that we understand their opinions and that their 
interactions with us are professional, useful and ultimately that they remain satisfied customers. We 
have   large-scale consumer research programmes to evaluate our success in these areas.

We are focused on improving our service to consumers in all capacities: statutory, voluntary and 
commercial and this section of the report explains some of the most recent developments.



Developments in consumer support
– We carried out over 125 million statutory and voluntary consumer interactions this year, not 
 including all the commercial interactions with consumers or their queries our helpdesks respond to. 

– In Italy we responded to over 50,000 enquiries, 33% up on the previous year.  

– Our UK helpdesk deals with an average of 19,000 calls per month, answering half of them within 
 twenty seconds. 

– In North America we handled an average total of 445,661 consumers’ queries a month.

–	 In	Brazil	we	dealt	with	four	million	enquiries	and	2.4m	of	these	involved	visits	to	our	offices.

Against this general background of statutory activity, we are always seeking ways to improve our 
service.  For example:

In the UK this year we have made improvements to our consumer advice website to make it easier for 
consumers to order their statutory credit report (something they are entitled to do under UK law for 
a nominal payment of £2).  In partnership with the two other Credit Reference Agencies in the UK we 
launched a new ‘one-stop-shop’ ID fraud resolution service, saving the consumer time and effort when 
dealing with this pervasive and damaging problem.  The number of identity fraud incidents reported 
to Experian continued to grow: in total, 2008 saw almost 5,000 UK victims contact Experian. This 
represents a rise of 48% in the rate of identity fraud since 2007.

In Brazil the Plantão Serasa (Serasa On-Duty) registers occurrences of stolen and lost cheques and 
documents offering protection to consumers and prevention against fraud. This year we amended our 
website to make it easier for consumers to report such incidents, with notable success.  The totals 
confirmed	stolen	in	this	way	climbed	from	12,000	in	calendar	year	2007	to	21,000	in	calendar	year	
2008.

In the US we have improved our routing of consumer calls to make handling better, introduced the 
option of overnight delivery (via FedEx) for consumer’s letters, and have improved our accessibility 
options to make life easier for consumers with Braille, large print and audio versions all now available 
through our interactive voice recognition system.Our web application has been improved for users with 
visual disability.



Consumer education
One of our six responsibilities is to inform and empower consumers, particularly on matters of 
personal finance and credit.  Personal credit and similar financial products can make a huge 
difference to people’s quality of life, but the recent financial crisis has shown the dangers associated 
with unsupportable debt levels. All around the world, we devote time and resource to personal 
financial education, helping demystify and simplify the processes behind credit, developing tools and 
information to give customers control over their debt and generally raising awareness and knowledge 
of these critical topics.

Our consumer education work is truly global; we work with partners: media organisations, other 
companies, debt charities and politicians to help get our messages across.  We reach millions of people 
every year.  One very significant achievement this year has been the creation of a global ‘consumer 
champions forum’ within Experian.  This body brings together the teams in each country responsible 
for consumer education work to share ideas and best practice.  They swap information, and inspire one 
another with new ideas. 

Here are some examples of our worldwide work on consumer education:

In Brazil, Serasa  Experian produces the ‘Serasa Citizenship’ series of materials – books and brochures 
with guidance on responsible credit use and relevant laws - that are supplied to consumer advocacy 
organisations, government departments, schools and universities.  These sit alongside our free 
‘Citizens Guidance Service’ which informs individuals and companies about financial matters.  The 
Guidance Service attends more than 6,500 people and businesses every day.  Serasa Experian’s 
reputation and image lead to a high demand to provide speakers, lecturers and media comment.  The 
company commands widespread media coverage, much of which is used to promote the message of 
responsible finance.

In the US we have this year updated all our consumer education literature, a suite of nearly 30 
documents.  These cover credit reporting, credit scoring, identity theft and other important issues, 
and are made widely available through clients, media, consumer advocacy organisations and debt 
counselling services.  A long-standing feature of our US consumer education is our ‘Ask Max’ column, 
in which US Consumer Champion Maxine Sweet answers questions from the public, receiving over 
1,300 a month and producing 28 columns this year.  The US team also speaks regularly in the media 
(over 200 interviews last year) and conferences including the Institute for Financial Literacy, Call for 
Action and speaking at military installations across the country.  An important recent development is 
our use of new technology to help clients and industry organisations with training on consumer issues; 
this year we delivered 20 training sessions including webinars.  For “National Consumer Protection 
Week,” Experian partnered with the Direct Selling Education Foundation to produce a “virtual seminar” 
for small business owners explaining the relationships between business and consumer credit. 

Our education work in the UK enables us to reach a wide consumer audience with key information. 
This year we refined our advice, working hard to reach consumers affected by the financial crisis. 
We produced new online guidance for people struggling with redundancy, remortgaging or mortgage 
arrears, including links to free debt advice charities. Our printed material ran to over 60,000 copies 
last year, distributed with and through journalists, the police, National Union of Students, banks and 
lenders, local councils, Financial Services Authority, Job Centre Plus, Trading Standards, Citizens 
Advice, National Debtline, the Consumer Credit Counselling Service and through the UK Personal 
Finance Information Group to schools. Journalists are encouraged to print the freephone Credit 
Crossroads hotline number so reader can order free copies where relevant. In May 2008 Experian 
produced its latest Identity Fraud Dossier, reporting on consumer fraud trends and giving advice to 
people worried or affected by identity fraud. The Dossier and advice was very well publicised through 
all media channels. Experian spokespeople conducted more than 40 national and regional broadcast 
interviews as a result.



Direct to consumer service developments
Increasingly we have a relationship with consumers as our direct customers; this now represents 25% 
of our business and grew strongly this year. Consumers chose to use us to help them actively manage 
their credit status, protect themselves against identity theft and find the most competitive prices for 
products and services through our comparison shopping websites.

The volatile economic situation has made people generally more cautious and they have looked to us to 
help them protect their interests. At such a time we’ve seen it as vital to listen to their needs, enhance 
what we deliver and gain an insight to how satisfied they are with our services. 

– In the UK we relaunched our main product, CreditExpert in August 2008 and saw customer 
 satisfaction levels rise to a peak of 74% and two thirds of members rate the service highly (7+ 
 on a scale of 1-10). One in ten customers have subscribed for over two years and what they 
 like about the site itself is its clarity, the timeliness of the service and ease with which they can 
 understand their credit report.  Brand awareness research has told us that 70% of people are 
 aware of Credit Reference Agencies which is up from 58% in 2002 and although only 23% of UK 
 consumers have purchased a credit report, 16% of the population intend to subscribe to a service 
 from a Credit Reference Agency in the next 12 months.

– In the US credit reports were enhanced to feature improvements including creditor contact 
 information and robust navigational assistance. We launched an identity theft service, 
 ProtectmyID.com which includes a fraud resolution service and identity theft insurance. We 
 also provided complimentary fraud resolution benefits to over 3 million members of Experian 
 credit monitoring products. As part of this service we responded to and resolved over 20,000 
 instances of fraud as reported by membership holders. We created a post-call email service to 
 support customers calling to report an issue to provide them with further written information and 
 set up an automated phone line to provide assistance with some features, including password 
 resets, 24 hours a day.

An important initiative in the latter part of the year has been the launch of a customer experience 
programme to gain feedback and measure our customer satisfaction in a more consistent way. We’re 
learning from our business client feedback mechanisms and will be building consumer input into the 
development of our products and services.



Our responsibility
To be a good employer to all, establishing a set of expected 
behaviours and values, aiming to ensure that everyone working
for us is treated fairly, given the maximum opportunity to fulfil 
their potential and ensuring that all our workplaces are safe and 
healthy

Being a good employer is critical to Experian’s success and we invest over 40% of our revenue in
attracting, developing and retaining the best people for our business.

Employees are drawn from as diverse a pool as possible and the gender and ethnic profile broadly
reflect that of the populations in which we operate. However, we’re not complacent; our business is
developing a tool which can help us examine ethnic mix more closely and plan recruitment and
development activity accordingly. We have trialled this in the UK this year and are considering how
it could be used more widely. We’re also taking direct steps, and have established several
programmes to extend the diversity of our senior management team. In the US and South Africa
we closely monitor ethnic mix and take positive action to address any imbalance.

Despite Group cost efficiency measures, which included some redundancies again this year, we
have continued to invest in our people’s development. Examples of this investment include our a
global leadership programme to help our people lead within our matrix structure, language training
in our EMEA offices and both work related and personal development though the Serasa Experian
School in Brazil.

And at a time when social awareness and being a good corporate citizen is important both to
current employees and in attracting the best talent for the future, we are also taking an alternative
look at how we develop our people. A good example is the UK’s ‘Inspire’ management development 
programme, which has community involvement embedded at its heart. It’s been so successful
we’re piloting a global roll out.

Keeping as many good people as we can and providing a strong development path for them is
something we’re prioritising and in the 12 months to March 2009, 69% of senior leadership
appointments were the result of internal promotions.

As well as a clear path ahead for development, the people we employ need to believe in the way
the Group is being managed and social and ethical issues are top of mind. ‘Doing it Right’ is one of
four behaviours expected and measured globally through a standard appraisal system. And our
business has taken steps towards formally signing up to the UN Global Compact, ensuring policies
and processes are aligned with Human Rights best practice.

Taking our people’s feedback on how we’re doing continues to be important to us; this year we ran
our global survey again for the second time and achieved 84% employee participation, up from
73% the previous year. Engagement was up by 3%

Being a good employer



Management: strategy, processes and policies
We have professional local Human Resources (HR) teams in all our regions and 
these teams work together in a global structure under our Group HR Director, 
Mark Wells.

Global strategy
Our global HR strategy had 12 strategic initiatives for 2008 focused on a range of elements including 
building our employee engagement, improving diversity, enabling the global mobility of our teams 
as well as driving our talent development and management programmes deeper into the company. 
Progress is reported in sections on diversity, development and training and addressing disability.

In 2009 we will continue to focus on increasing diversity and improving employee engagement but we’ll 
also be looking at reward levels and developing our technology infrastructure to improve management 
information.

Policies and processes
The policies and processes we use to manage our business are extensive and necessarily vary to some 
extent dependent on the country where we operate.

Global processes include our approach to performance management, talent identification, and our 
annual pay and bonus cycle.

Policies such as Information Security are global in nature but the communication and application 
happens at a local level to make sure they are adhered to.

This year each region has been developing and updating policies under global direction and local 
management. To give an overview of the standards we keep to, a selection of the UK’s policies that 
have been reviewed as part of this process are attached including our Equal Opportunities, Young 
Workers, Dignity at Work and Recruitment policies.

Other policies developed this year include a Communications policy in EMEA. In Latin America the 
Whistleblowing policy was adapted and launched as ‘Alert’ and the Code of Conduct launched to replace 
five ethics documents. In South Africa all policies were realigned with Experian’s standards following a 
major acquisition.

Human Rights
As a global company we work within the customs and laws of the countries where we operate. We 
support internationally proclaimed human rights as stated in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights: we seek not to violate them and where feasible we contribute to making them a reality through 
our supply chain, as an employer and our products and services.

Rights such as freedom from discrimination and equal opportunities are directly relevant to us as an 
employer and service provider and the right to privacy is of acute relevance due to the nature of our 
products and services. Experian finds itself engaging with governments on the issue of how this right 
can be fulfilled within a free market economy and the digital age. Some of our products and services, 
such as Mosaic Public Sector and our credit bureaux, can support the ability of local governments and 
financial institutions to contribute to the realisation of everyone’s right to social security/services and 
an adequate standard of living.

Code of Conduct
Ethics and conduct are addressed by a variety of policies across the Group including a newly published 
Code of Conduct in Serasa Experian, issued to employees on arrival with the company. In the UK a 
Code of Conduct was introduced last year and has been added to with the ‘Dignity at Work’ policy.

Four behaviours are expected of everyone globally at Experian: working together, doing it right, driving 
for results and making great decisions. People are measured on their performance using our global 
performance planning process.

As part of their CR reporting through the year, teams from across the world have given updates on 
their progress with this process.

UN Global Compact
Our HR teams are considering the impact of signing the UN Global Compact. Serasa Experian is already 
a signatory and it is extremely likely Experian will become a signatory within the first half of fiscal year 
2010, dependent on an agreed means of providing an annual Communication on Progress (COP).



Diversity
At Experian, we respect, value and welcome diversity in our workforce, as well 
as in our customers, our suppliers and the global marketplace. We have a diverse 
workforce where talent thrives and where we continually seek to open up more 
career and development opportunities for all of our people.

We have comprehensive policies ensuring equal opportunities and fair treatment and examples of our 
policies can be found in the management section.

We gather information specifically on gender, age and ethnic diversity and this is our third year of 
reporting our data. Although our populations as a whole are broadly well balanced we recognise that 
some sections of our business are less representative. One of the 12 global strategic initiatives in our 
global HR policy is to increase diversity. We have started by targeting the senior management team 
which is still dominated by white males and have already made some progress.

We are also assessing a new tool produced by our business that can help us gather more information 
about the ethnicity of our populations on a global basis without the need to ask individuals to provide 
their details. The tool could greatly assist us in producing a more granular picture and then plan our 
talent management processes accordingly.

Since we have expanded our business in South Africa we have also provided an in depth view of the 
way they manage equal opportunities and specifically Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE)

These graphs demonstrate the current gender balance in our five regions and in general the split is 
very even. The UK has fewer women generally and this split is even more uneven when looking at the 
global senior management tier, hence our activities to address this.

Serasa Experian undertakes a detailed analysis of the differences in remuneration between men and 
women at each level in the organisation to ensure equality and monitors this on an ongoing basis.

And it is not only particular programmes that are creating change; introducing more flexible working 
hours and improving parental leave policies, as they have in our businesses across Asia Pacific, also 
support a more well mixed employee base. This year saw the introduction of our “Kids at Work” days 
in our offices in Australia; parents are encouraged to bring their children to the office for a designated 
day in the school holidays to see them in a work environment.



Where permitted under local legislation we monitor the ethnic diversity of our people for the sole 
purpose of understanding how effectively our equal opportunities policies are working. They are 
asked to give this information on a voluntary basis. In the US most people take part, so we can 
show a workforce that is broadly reflective of the country’s national ethnic mix, with some small 
differences due to statistics. In the UK around half the people asked on their application form, give the 
information. We can say that of the people we know, the workforce is broadly reflective.

In the US we prepare annual Affirmative Action Plans for each location to identify any ethnicity that 
may be underutilised while all vacancies in South Africa are designated an affirmative action category 
and preference is given to affirmative action candidates. South African legislation requires certain 
numbers to be employed in all occupational categories and we track these on a monthly basis to make 
sure we comply.

Serasa Experian has a policy of not collecting such data and in some parts of EMEA it is illegal to 
ask such questions of employees. This is the reason we are seeking ways of using non-employee 
volunteered information to help us assess our population’s ethnicity.

Age diversity

We have collected age data for the last three years and the most common age represented in our 
workforce is 25-39, followed by colleagues in the range 40-55. The UK has seen a slight decrease in its 
older population over the last year.



Addressing disability
Serasa Experian Employability Programme for People with Disabilities

All our regions have policies covering our employment of people with disabilities and promote equality 
and diversity. Last year we reported on the programme which our business in Brazil, Serasa Experian, 
has been running since 2001; it offers professional training and potential recruitment within Serasa 
Experian to people with physical, visual, hearing and, more recently, learning difficulties. During the 
second half of the year we launched a partnership with the Government’s Office of Rights of People 
with Disabilities. Together with 15 other big companies we sponsored a new program of education 
and employability to train 107 persons with disabilities. After 6 months and 415 hours of training and 
education activities, 98 of these people were hired by the companies involved.

The people with disabilities who took part in this programme acquired greater autonomy, independence 
and quality of life. The businesses and their leaders also benefited from training to help them receive 
these new employees properly.

Serasa Experian Forum on Employability for Persons with Disabilities

In 2003, to increase the social inclusion of people with disabilities in partner companies, Serasa 
created the Serasa Forum on Employability for Persons with Disabilities, which organised two events in 
2008 with 909 participants from 290 companies, 100 NGOs and 34 Government officers. A further 436 
people attended through internet links to the events.

Other initiatives

In Spain we have undertaken a project to look at how we can hire more people with disabilities. 
This is being done on a voluntary basis, the legal requirement to do so only applies to much larger 
organisations. In France we have also been looking at best practice and evolving our approach. We will 
report next year on progress in both countries.



Development and training
Gathering consistent data on our training investment is proving a challenge, different elements are 
included in each region making comparisons across regions less meaningful. We are improving both 
our HR IT infrastructure and our CR data and reporting system and hope to provide comparable figures 
for next year’s report.

From data we have gathered there is an overall downward trend in terms of formal training days, 
where an employee spends time away from the office on a paid course. However, the number of 
informal training days in the UK and Brazil is relatively high.

There is still a high level of investment, with a perceived increase in the UK and Brazil and the results 
of our global people survey show that people are satisfied with the development they are receiving 
with scores higher than the industry average.

In Brazil a specific strategic training programme has been developed to develop the leaders of the 
future and over 400 participants were involved in leadership and talent development activities in the 
latter part of the year.

Across EMEA we have been delivering English language training in a number of countries and this is 
seen as providing a big improvement in transferrable professional skills.
Training to support increased knowledge about our business and in support of policies such as 
information security and intellectual property as well as people management skills have been ongoing 
as usual. The UK has launched a people development intranet to make sure everyone has free access 
to all the opportunities available.

Training with a particular social, ethical or environmental aspect

In Serasa Experian we make a particularly strong investment providing learning activities through 
our in-house school. Established in 2005, the Serasa Experian School represents much more than a 
simple physical space for in-company classes; it plays an active role in the educational process, aiming 
at sharing the company’s strategic goals. We offer our employees, their relatives and contractors, 
programmes that give classes from secondary education to graduate courses by means of partnerships 
with several institutions.

Succession planning and investment in growing the future leaders of the business is an important 
trend again this year. The UK launched a significant new leadership programme called ‘Inspire’ in 
August 2008 which incorporates community involvement and involves developing leaders in delivering 
community projects to help develop their broader leadership behaviours. It’s proving so successful that 
it is likely to be adopted in other regions in the future.

A further interesting development in the UK was the launch of a computer based training unit on 
environmental awareness.



Health and wellbeing
Global standards and board engagement

It is very important we provide a safe and healthy workplace. National legislation in this area differs 
and we previously had no international standard in place. We have now appointed a Group Health 
and Safety Advisor who this year has been developing a global policy. The policy will be implemented 
in year ending March 2010 and is based on the UK’s Health and Safety at Work Act but with regional 
variations to account for local legislation.

During the year we made a procurement decision and investment on a specific Health and Safety 
management system with a recognised capacity for delivery across international boundaries. A project 
is in place to identify and appoint coordinators in all regions who will use this system which will help us 
manage risks assessments, promote best practice and report and manage incidents globally.

We regularly update the board on health and safety matters.

Regional reporting standards and performance

In the US, our industry has largely been excluded from the record keeping requirements of Department 
of Labour’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration. As we are not required to maintain these 
records for all locations, we track our performance by measuring our workplace injury claims in two 
categories: Medical only claims and Indemnity claims. Medical only claims are work related injuries 
where the employee seeks only minor medical treatment, there is no lost time; the claim is not 
questionable. Claims that involve more than just the payment of some medical bills (investigations, 
denied claims, lost time claims, subrogation claims) are classed as indemnity claims. 

 

In addition we had two complaints to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration regarding air 
quality in the office environments. We provided details and the agencies closed the matters with no 
action needed.

The UK’s performance is guided by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and more recent regulation 
based on the European Directive. We record incidents under UK Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and 
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR) which broadly mean incidents at work requiring an 
employee to take more than three days off work.

Over the past four years we have never recorded more than four in any one year, this year there was 
one incident reportable under RIDDOR. This year we have tracked all non-reportable incidents and 
there were 29 of a minor injury nature.

In EMEA there is a Safety Board and our Human Resources teams ensure safe routines and procedures 
are followed, keep track of absence leave and report to the Safety Board on a quarterly basis. In EMEA 
and Asia Pacific there were no incidents recorded.

In Brazil we record accidents following the guidelines of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 
and the Brazilian Ministry of Labour and indicate number of days absence from work and the number of 
injuries. We provide an injury rate per 200,000 employee working hours and separately record injuries 
occurring on the way to or from work.

 
 
* Injury rate per 200,000 work hours
** Prior to acquisition reporting was to calendar year

 Positive programmes to promote health and wellbeing

As well as monitoring and managing from a risk perspective we are actively promoting healthier 
lifestyle options for our employees.

In EMEA general health care screening, eye tests, flu jabs, plus specific health and safety training have 
taken place during the year in countries including Norway, Germany, Denmark and Estonia. Spain 
reported even more proactive activities including sponsoring employees to take part in a football team 
in a companies’ league, medical assurance as part of a non-financial reward and implementing part 
time teleworking for employees wanting to improve their home/work life balance.

Healthy Living is also promoted in our Asia Pacific offices; in China we’ve introduced and supported 
tennis, badminton and soccer teams for our employees and in Australia and New Zealand we have 
break out rooms for table tennis, billiards, table soccer and computer games. The great outdoors is 
also important in these offices too and running clubs and lunchtime soccer are made possible with 
showers in the workplace.

In previous years we have reported on our US HealthMatters program that has successfully focused 
attention on personal fitness and this continues, but financial fitness matters too. We launched 
FinancialMatters in 2009. Through a series of workshops, tools and resources, employees are 
encouraged to take charge of their financial health.

The UK and Ireland Health and Safety team have organised eye tests and flu jabs but have also 
arranged reduced gym memberships, improved lunch menus and provided free fruit.

Latin America has an outstanding Quality of Life programme in Serasa Experian that has contributed 
to them winning nine separate awards as an exceptional employer over the year. It covers health 
care, social care and support for the employee and their family, cultural, learning and sporting 
activities. During November 2008 they held a “Serasa Experian Learning and Quality of Life Week”: a 
week dedicated to talks about quality of life, knowledge management, entrepreneurship, sustainable 
development, organizational culture and education.

This year this event was marked by the launch of the new Latin America Serasa Experian vision and 
the evolution of the statement of shared values, defined as a set of values, attitudes and behaviours.



Listening and responding
We involve our whole population in the management of the business in a variety of ways. Our global 
survey was delivered across all regions again this year and the results have been encouraging. 
Participation was very high (84%) which was up 11% on last year with 11,901 employees participating. 
This is above the average for even a high performing company that runs regular surveys. More detail 
can be found in the section on engaging with key stakeholders.

The action plans from last year have seen a significant number of developments and additional 
communication channels have been one outcome as we’ve developed the relationship between 
employees and their management teams.

Leaders in EMEA and Asia Pacific have taken particular steps to hold regular face to face meetings 
with employees either as ‘town hall’ presentations or over informal breakfasts and lunches. Corporate 
Citizenship was one element of the survey and asking people about their perception of the company 
has formed part of the dialogue in February and March this year.

Further actions for the current financial year include communication plans to involve our people more 
in the CR agenda as part of regular stakeholder engagement.

Other highlights for the year regarding employee feedback and communication on how the company is 
being managed include:

– 87% satisfaction achieved in a local satisfaction survey in Serasa Experian.

– 84% satisfaction for Serasa Experian achieved through a survey run by The Great Place to Work 
 Institute, asking employees what they think.

– The Global CEO instigating ‘Dinner with Don’ events with management teams to understand their 
 perspective and answer questions about the business.

– The spread of the Experian Business Network to North America in 2009 to give the global CEO
 opportunity to interact with identified talented individuals with an emphasis on women and 
 minorities.

– The refreshing of the UK and Ireland regional Internal Communications strategy to include more 
 face-to- face interaction between general employees and the executive team and include regular 
 breakfast meetings with the region’s Managing Director.

– A new bi-monthly newsletter in Chile.

– Kick –off meetings to clarify strategic direction at the beginning of the year in Denmark, Norway 
 and Estonia with focus groups with senior leaders.

– EMEA wide communication policy developed and implemented.



Our responsibility
To minimise as far as possible the environmental impacts 
associated with our business and enable employee participation, 
with a particular concentration on the reduction of energy use 
and its effect on global warming.

Our environmental impact is relatively modest given the scale of Experian’s global operation. 
Nevertheless we do produce significant amounts of carbon dioxide through our energy use and 
business travel. Our total carbon footprint this year was 76,000 tonnes, which is just under 20kg
for every $1,000 of our turnover. 58,000 tonnes of this originated in our buildings.

The growth in our business conspires to push up our energy demand and the associated CO2
emissions. We strive to keep them down through a programme of steady energy efficiency 
improvements; including the installation of voltage trimmers, sensor-controlled lighting and energy 
reduction campaigns involving our people. Where we can, we buy renewable energy.

Business travel accounted for 18,000 tonnes of CO2, mainly from flights taken by our US and UK
teams as a result of the continuing globalisation of our business. However, the tough economic
climate has resulted in us scrutinising travel more closely, which is beginning to have some effect
in reducing these figures in the UK and US.

Our global facilities team has developed and communicated our environmental policy, which has
been endorsed by the board. Through our facilities managers and a network of enthusiastic 
environmental champions, we are driving a series of projects to tackle energy use, water and
waste. Our data centre managers are particular champions; we know that our data centres
represent a large proportion of our carbon footprint so we have made specific investments this year 
that are already beginning to contribute energy and cost savings.

All over the world we are collecting materials for recycling, and doing what we can to further
minimise our global environmental impact.

Minimising environmental impact



Background
Experian is a large business with global reach, but our environmental intensity is low; we do not rely 
heavily on processing raw materials, or make large volumes of waste.  We don’t produce much – if 
anything – in the way of local pollution. 

Nevertheless, our scale and the global nature of our operations mean that we do have a considerable 
environmental impact.  In particular the importance of climate change and the growing public desire 
to address the causes have motivated us to measure and manage our carbon footprint.  Our global 
facilities team also takes a close interest in the amount of waste we produce and even the modest 
amounts of water we use.

–	 Our	most	significant	environmental	impacts	(roughly	in	order)	are	therefore:

– The carbon dioxide emissions associated with the energy we use in our buildings and with our 
 staff business travel

– The production of general waste

– Our limited use of water

–	 Our	use	of	consumable	materials	in	running	our	offices.

Our global facilities team collects energy use data from most of our major sites, see our reporting 
policies for more detail, and this year has begun to report this information quarterly This team is also 
responsible	for	the	purchase	of	energy,	water	and	some	office	materials.		Business	travel	is	approved	
by line managers working within the relevant Experian travel policies.



Global environmental policy
What follows is a summary of our Global Environmental Policy.

Experian recognises that our day-to-day operations and other responsibilities impact on the 
environment in a number of ways. We are committed to achieving continuous improvement in 
environmental performance and to preventing pollution.

Improving our environmental performance in all our operations is a major priority. We will introduce 
aspects of our ISO 14001 policy to our worldwide estate.

We intend to reduce our environmental impacts through improvements in:

– Energy use / Resource consumption 

– Waste reduction, including the disposal of goods 

–	 Recycling	initiatives,	including	office	paper	schemes	

– Business and commuter travel 

– Our use of high impact coolants and refrigerants 

– Purchasing and contract management 

– Selected staff training and communication on environmental issues



Carbon Footprint

Our largest environmental impact is the emission of Carbon Dioxide, and the biggest contributor to 
that figure comes from the power we use in our buildings.  The other source is business travel, mainly 
business flights but also some business travel by car.  We have estimated our emissions from other 
sources (rail travel, taxis etc) at less than 1% of these two major sources.

Our CO2 emissions during the financial year 2009 were 76,000 tonnes, of which 58,000 came from our 
buildings and the rest from travel.

As part of our continuous desire to improve we used a slightly different method to calculate our 
building-related emissions in this report, which has not been applied retrospectively; we don’t have 
sufficiently robust figures for our headcount per building  for previous years. As a result we cannot 
make direct comparisons between this year and last; we estimate that most of the reduction in the 
graph shown above arises from the change to the method.  When we compare the raw data it suggests 
that our building energy CO2 has been roughly constant from year to year.  Emissions from travel have 
risen slightly.

We are aiming to reduce our carbon footprint in three ways:

- Through steady improvements in our energy efficiency
- Through controls on our business travel
- Through the purchase of lower-carbon energy

Our operations in France and Brazil already use low-carbon energy thanks to the high use of nuclear 
and hydroelectric generation technology in these two countries.  Emissions are therefore dominated 
by the UK and US.  In the US, our buildings in Allen, TX are all supplied under a renewable energy 
contract – roughly 20% of our total electricity demand in the US. 



Buildings

In the year to March 2009, we used 128 million kWh of energy on our sites, distributed as shown.  
This year we used a slightly different method to calculate our building energy use, which has not been 
applied retrospectively.  As a result we cannot make direct comparisons between this year and last; 
we estimate that most of the reduction in the UK and US arise from the change to the method.  Our 
energy use in EMEA has fallen as we have divested operations in France.

There are two factors tending to increase our energy use; the growth in our business (a 7% increase 
in staff numbers this year) and the increasing use of data centres, whose computing power and needs 
for cooling are more energy-hungry than a conventional office.  To allow for this we also monitor our 
building energy use per $1,000 of sales, which corrects for the business’ growth. 

To counter these trends, our facilities teams around the world are taking steps to make our sites more 
efficient.  For example:

– In McKinney, TX, USA we had an energy efficiency study undertaken and all the recommendations 
 in it are underway.  When complete, it is estimated we will save considerable amounts of energy.

– Our new regional headquarters in Denmark is fitted with movement controlled lighting which is 
 projected to save 20% of energy consumption from lighting.   

– Lighting in Serasa  Experian is being steadily replaced with low-consumption fluorescent 
 alternatives.

– Voltage optimisation technology is being installed at three UK sites, targeting an energy saving of 
 over 400,000 kWh per year.

– A staff energy saving campaign is underway in the UK, whose activities have included a ‘carbon 
 gym’ to encourage staff to cut carbon, posters in offices, stickers next to light switches and 
 reminders to switch off on computers left on over-night. 

– In the US, staff newsletters have reminded employees how much energy we could save if they 
 turned off their PCs each night when they went home.

– Our offices in China ensure lighting and air conditionibng is switched off outside office hours 
 and employees are encouraged to save power by their own actions, offices are used as efficiently 
 as possible with flexible working and desk sharing optimising use of space.



Travel

 

The second major source of carbon emissions is business travel.   As a global business with global 
clients, our people drive and fly to meet colleagues and clients all over the world.  We collect 
information on employee travel through our designated travel agents and convert it into an equivalent 
CO2 emission figure; 18,000 tonnes this year, up 10% from the year before, mirroring the growth in 
the number of employees (up 7%).

Emissions from this source arise mainly from our US businesses, where internal flights are a necessary 
way to travel around a vast continent.  In both the UK and US emissions have fallen slightly as changes 
to our travel policy designed to control costs have had a knock-on effect on carbon.  We expect this 
trend to continue.

When they are not travelling on business, employees reach their office by a variety of means, but many 
choose to drive.  In both the UK and US we have taken steps to promote greener transport:  Experian 
sponsors the Orange County Rideshare week which promotes car sharing and helps encourage our staff 
in Costa Mesa to share rides into work.  In the UK we have introduced a ‘Greentravel2work’ scheme 
which allows employees to buy annual bus tickets out of their pre-tax salary, saving them up to 40% 
on the ticket price and to encouraging lower-carbon commuting. Showers at work are the norm in the 
UK, Australia and New Zealand offices and employees are encouraged to cycle or walk to work.



Eco efficiency and waste
Although our most significant environmental impact is our carbon emissions, we have a series of 
measures in place to tackle our other more minor ones.  For example:

– Our headquarters in France has adopted a ‘zero waste paper’ policy to cut paper use; employees 
 have no individual bins and all paper is sorted centrally for recycling.

– The company makes widespread use of recycled copier paper, which is specified widely by many 
 regions.

– Serasa Experian has run a Material Recycling Incentive Program at its Headquarters since 2002.   
 Staff and neighbour partners (90 of them) deposit their recyclable material in the company’s 
 collection point and the funds raised by selling the recyclable material were used to buy 19,000 kg 
 of food donated to the local poor community. 

– In our US offices we recycle paper, cardboard, batteries, aluminium, and copper, providing 
 newsletter updates to staff on how much we collect and the cost benefits that result. 

– In our Asia Pacific region we have active recycling programmes in all our offices supported 
 enthusiastically by employees.



Our responsibility
To play an active part in social and economic regeneration in our 
communities be they local, national or global

Experian has remained committed to giving to the community this year. Despite economic
pressures and cost saving activities, the Group gave more this year than in any previous year. The
table below gives a full breakdown: the direct funds in cash showed an increase but the startling 
increase was in people’s time given to volunteering, the hours our employees have given to their 
communities, both in company time and their own, increased substantially. Our communities also 
benefited from major donations made through the funds we are dispersing from the share of
Experian’s profits put aside for the GUS Charitable Trust in the year of demerger. $423,000 was
given to benefit the University of California, Irvine, USA and the Nottingham City Academy in the
UK.

There are two distinct elements to our community programme:

– Local community activity in the region or business, usually involving a strong element of  
 employee involvement, whether through fundraising or volunteering.

– Central community funding, a significant amount of which is focussed on the promotion of a 
 deeper understanding of financial management and encouraging entrepreneurship.

Some of this central funding is allocated to our ‘Big Ideas’ programme to support the development
of new products and services with real social or environmental benefits. We have so far supported
four Big Ideas including an initiative to make microfinance more efficient and intelligent software to
help employers manage their workforce diversity.

Our notable success in volunteering this year can be attributed to the careful selection of
community partners and the active promotion of volunteering, partly through leadership
development. Employee volunteer hours in the US rose from 8,366 last year to 12,888 this. In the
UK the total went from 4,218 to 7,406. In Brazil 1,800 staff volunteered on a single day
supporting 61 different social organisations and more than 5,000 people benefited as a result.

Our community work gives rise to multiple benefits. It helps us meet some of our organisational
goals for people development and is popular with colleagues. It makes a real difference to the 
organisations that provide critical services to those who need help in the communities where we work 
and live and it supports our business objectives since our core theme is the promotion of financial 
understanding and development of entrepreneurship. This focussed support ensures we
are contributing to the long-term financial health of consumers as well as the overall reduction of 
poverty.

An active community member



Managing our community programme
There are two distinct elements to our community engagement programme:

– Local community activity is proposed and managed in the region or business.  These programmes 
 usually have a strong element of employee involvement, whether through fundraising or 
 volunteering.  Many include charities or causes that Experian has supported for a number of years.

– Group funding is allocated by the CR management group  in support of larger-scale initiatives, 
 most of which aligns with Experian’s community strategy; to promote a deeper understanding 
	 of	financial	management	and	encourage	entrepreneurship.		Some	is	earmarked	for	catalysing	new 
 product opportunities under our ‘big ideas’ programme.

There	are	dedicated	community	managers	in	the	UK,	US	and	Serasa	Experian		In	the	US	and	UK,	
employee	panels	meet	to	help	select	projects	for	investment.		In	other	regions,	CR	representatives	
oversee community activity.

The CR management group allocates funding from the corporate centre, reviews and comments on 
proposals and sets overall direction via the community strategy.

The	global	CR	team	co-ordinates	the	activity,	collecting	information	and	tracking	progress	on	a	
quarterly basis.



Community investment
In the year ending March 2009, Experian’s total investment in community activity amounted to $2.71m 
as shown in the table.  Almost $2m of this was in the form of direct financial (cash) donations, whether 
from local businesses or the Group.  The balance was made up of employee hours volunteered (during 
the working day), gifts in kind and the costs of managing the programme (less than 7% of the total).  
This represented 0.32% of our benchmark profit. Although the reported figure for last year was 
0.30%, we have restated the profits for 2008 to take account of the restructure as we divested some 
of our business in France and so, although we have given more, the amount appears to be the same 
percentage as last year.

We also record additional funds raised from others as a result of our work (‘leveraged’ donations).  
Employees raised a further $0.47m and another $0.42m came from legacy funding from profits we set 
aside for the GUS Charitable Trust at the time of our demerger.



Global focus achievements
Project:  Young people’s financial education (Denmark)

Recent research in Denmark shows that most young people are financially sensible but that roughly 
a quarter struggle with a lack of money and buy more often on credit.  This group finds it hard to 
understand financial subjects, is less interested in financial questions and takes up more consumer 
loans than young people in general.   The Danish Tax authority (SKAT) has developed a scheme to 
provide targeted financial education to these young people and piloted it in one region of the country. 

In the pilot region (Korsør) the number of indebted young people has fallen 14% and SKAT has now 
enlisted our help to extend the programme nationally.  Its objective is to give the financially weakest 
young people and students a deeper understanding of financial management and make them capable 
of seeking information, asking questions and taking informed decisions about their own financial 
situation.   Our investment (£25,000 over two years) will go into development, design and production 
of educational material, and our employees will partner with the SKAT professionals in delivering the 
programme, creating materials and using various forms of technology-based marketing to promote it 
with young people.

Project: Debt Doctors (UK)

Experian has formed a partnership with Debt Doctors UK (DD-UK), which is a money education and 
awareness charity offering training, information and support on money management and debt – as 
well as counselling and advice.  DD-UK works for better lives for people at risk of getting into debt and 
for those already affected by debt.  This is an exciting new initiative for us – there is an obvious fit 
with our community strategy, and DD-UK offers great opportunities for our people to become involved 
through volunteering. 

Our support to DD-UK is fourfold: a large financial donation; using our expertise and credibility to 
endorse their work; making available statistics and information useful to the charity and also supplying 
staff volunteers to support the charity, many of whom can bring professional skills to this role.  DD-UK 
is already involved with Experian’s Inspire Leadership Training Module which provides an excellent start 
to our partnership.

Project:  Financial education with Microfinance Opportunities (Brazil)

Microfinance Opportunities is a non-profit organisation that promotes client-led microfinance, seeking 
to facilitate an improvement in poor people’s lives by increasing their access to well-designed and 
well-delivered financial services.   Serasa Experian is embarking on a partnership to support the Global 
Financial Education Programme, the first large-scale programme targeted at those just above and 
below the poverty line in developing countries. 

Brazilian consumers with incomes between two and four times the minimum wage (minimum Brazilian 
wage equals US$248) led the Brazilian indebtedness ranking during the first half of 2008.  This group 
struggles to meet the regular monthly outgoings and any unexpected cost, for example medicines or 
domestic repairs, can jeopardize the entire monthly budget.  The increase in credit over the past four 
years has been one of the major contributors to the loan default predominant in this group.

The Global Financial Education Programme -  a strategic partnership between Microfinance 
Opportunities and Freedom from Hunger -  develops curriculum materials targeted on low income 
households and trains a broad range of service organizations to use it. Serasa Experian will bring 
its expertise in credit information to help the programme reach teachers, school support staff and 
families, help them raise their kids to be financially responsible citizens.  We will give the project 
financial support (R$140,000) and train 23 staff volunteers to promote financial education in schools 
through events, seminars, workshops and themed days.  The programme is modular, with sections 
covering budgeting, saving, managing debts and banking services.  Each school will benefit from 20 
hours of dedicated activities.

Project:  LifeSmarts (USA)

LifeSmarts is a national consumer knowledge contest run for high school students by the National 
Consumers League in the US.   Personal finance is a key subject area and more than 20,000 students 
participate.  Experian has been a supporter for some years, and we have now allocated an additional 
$146,000 to incorporate the LifeSmarts consumer knowledge programme into the Family, Career, 
and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) curriculum.   FCCLA is a national public school based 
programme in the career and technical education areas and emphasises career and community 
leadership development.  The grant of $146,000 will be used to make the LifeSmarts programme 
part of the curriculum in 6,000 FCCLA chapters and increase LifeSmarts participation tenfold with the 
addition of 220,000 FCCLA student members.  It will enable pre-testing and post-testing of FCCLA 
students to measure effectiveness of the LifeSmarts programme and finally provide $1,000 college 
scholarships to each member of the national LifeSmarts champion team.

Project:  Junior Achievement (USA)

Experian has allocated $50,000 to support Junior Achievement programmes, which ensure that 
students in American school grades K-12 have a fundamental understanding of the free enterprise 
system, including financial literacy and economic systems. The money will be used in part to support 
Junior Achievement (JA) Days at elementary schools, teaching children about business and economics, 
linking clearly to our strategy of promoting a deeper understanding of financial management and 
encouraging entrepreneurship.  This programme includes the JA More than Money programme that 
teaches students about earning, spending, sharing, and saving money, and businesses they can start.  
The remainder of the funds will be used to support Junior Achievement programmes in high schools. 
These programmes focus on students in grades 9-12 and include JA Banks in Action, JA Business Ethics 
and the Financial Planning Programme. 

Project:  Victoria Bushfire Fund (Australia)

In Australia, Experian colleagues were eager to do what they could to support victims of the Victoria 
bushfires which killed over 100 people and destroyed hundreds of homes in February 2009. In a 
tremendous demonstration of community support our staff organised various fund-raising activities 
throughout our offices to raise funds to donate to the impacted people.  Thousands of dollars were 
raised and in addition a donation of £12,500 was made to Red Cross Australia which provided 
temporary accommodation and food in around 20 evacuation centres along with thousands of first aid 
treatments.  The money went into a fund, overseen by an independent panel made up of community 
leaders for distribution to the affected people.

 Project:  Assisting farmers rebuild lives in Sichuan Province (China) 

Experian China employees have been assisting the farmers in re-building home and life in the 
earthquake-stricken Sichuan Province of China through joint education programmes with the China 
Financial Education Foundation.  Our people are involved with local credit co-operatives and banks in 
the developing and streamlining of the personal and SME loan granting process to make loans available 
to the needy farmers to restart life and business.  And we’ve been involved in launching the farming 
credit awareness and education program to help farmers to apply for loans and maintain good credit.  
We have made a donation of £12,500 to the China Financial Education Foundation to support their 
activity in this area.



Local focus achievements
Project:  Serasa Experian volunteer day (Brazil)

In one huge event on 6 December 2008, volunteers from all over Brazil joined together to offer 
their time, service and dedication to non-governmental organizations. In Sao Paulo, approximately 
400 volunteers worked with the ASA (Association of St. Augustine) participating in activities such as 
painting, gardening, cleaning and entertainment.  In total 1,800 volunteers from 60 Serasa Experian 
branches took part supporting 61 different social organizations and more than 5,000 people benefited 
as a result. 

Project:  Serasa Experian’s children’s day (Brazil)

Serasa Exerian’s children’s day is a fun event organized for the children of Serasa Experian’s employees 
and those employed by organisations supported by the company’s community programme.  In 2008, 
around 7,000 people took part in the big event which provided fun, entertainment and even Ocean, an 
educational theatre play with a socio-environmental plot. 

Project:  Employee volunteering with Stichting Verantwoord (Netherlands)

Experian Netherlands supports Stichting Verantwoord, a foundation dedicated to improving the quality 
of life for people with problematical debts, by supporting them with their finances and preventing 
and solving problematical debts.  The foundation mainly offers proactive support especially to teach 
responsible finance and avoid over-indebtedness in the first place.  It offers educational and budgeting 
programmes, and provides people with information via brochures and software programmes. 

Project:  Teach First (UK)

Teach First is an independent charity, founded by business, with a mission to address educational 
disadvantage by transforming exceptional graduates into effective, inspirational teachers and leaders 
in all fields. 

Participants undergo a rigorous development programme during their two years on the scheme 
enabling them to lead a classroom, lead people and lead an organisation.  As part of this development, 
Teach First matches participants with business employees to give them a more rounded view of 
leadership.  Experian supports the development of Teach First in the East Midlands through financial 
support (£20,000) for events and the costs of the leadership development programme. The business 
also provides in kind support with venues and placement opportunities.

Project:   Working Knowledge ’Flux’ (UK)

Experian is at the centre of university-based student entrepreneurial activity through its involvement 
in a national competition called Flux.  Flux challenges students to be entrepreneurial and innovative 
during events that are supported by business people  acting first as critical friends and later as 
the decision makers in a ‘Dragon’s Den’ style contest for capital. This approach won a UK National 
Training Award in 2008 and through its extensive use has had a remarkable effect on student and 
experts alike. The programme demonstrates that the real issue between students and employers 
is a ‘Communication’ gap, not a ‘Skills’ gap and that by bringing the two together in a challenging 
environment, that gap is bridged.  Experian is providing £25,000 to help expose an additional 5000 
students and actively involve approximately 300 (in teams of 6) at five selection events at targeted 
universities.  We are also supporting the Flux National Final in Plymouth where 40 teams from across 
the UK will compete to find the Flux 2009 winner. 

Project:  Employee Volunteering (UK)

A strong and recurrent theme of the UK’s community work this year has been the promotion and 
development of employee volunteering.  The total hours volunteered has rocketed from 4,200 
hours last year to 7,400 in this year.  This exceptional achievement was the result of a three factors 
combined.  First, the UK and Ireland Executive explicitly endorsed a policy to give every employee 
three paid days a year to volunteer either through a company activity on an individual activity of their 
choice.  The second element was the careful selection of community investment partners who can 
offer widespread employee volunteering opportunities. The final – and perhaps most powerful – factor 
was the introduction of Inspire, a leadership development programme which explicitly encourages 
involvement with community partners.  Over 200 of Experian’s senior leaders have been engaged 
this year, working with community organisations in a structured way with the whole activity carefully 
managed to provide them with insights into their performance and self-development whilst working on 
a meaningful and socially-beneficial task. It’s a unique approach and is paying dividends. 

Project:  National Education Awards (US)

Through a $40,000 donation to the National Education Award programme, Experian made grants to 
fourteen area schools neighbouring our major locations in the United States.  These grants were used 
to fund specific programmes such as reading initiatives, computer labs, library programmes and maths 
activities. 

Project:  Volunteer Match Program (US)

Through the Heart of Experian Volunteer Match programme, employees can apply for a donation in 
support of their ongoing volunteer efforts.  For every 50 hours an employee serves at a non-profit 
organization, Experian makes a $500 donation to the group.  In 2008/9, the Heart of Experian 
processed 186 applications and made a total donation of $93,000. 

Project:  Volunteer For A Day Program (US)

Through the Heart of Experian Volunteer For A Day programme, employees can apply for a donation 
in support of their participation in a one day volunteer event.  For every special event an employee 
participates in, Experian makes a $100 donation.  In 2008/9, the Heart of Experian processed 347 
applications and made a total donation of $34,700. 

Project:   Community Grants (US)

Each year, the Heart of Experian makes small grants to local non-profit organizations through a yearly 
grant cycle.  Organizations apply for the monies, and our local Community Involvement committees 
evaluate the requests and determine funding.  In 2008/9, the Heart of Experian committees made 
grants to 36 organizations, a total donation of $93,000. 

Project:  Employee fundraising (US)

This year’s major fundraising initiative for the Costa Mesa US headquarters campus was the CHOC 
Walk, benefiting Children’s Hospital of Orange County.   More than 60 walkers volunteered and joined 
the Experian team, and hundreds participated in onsite fundraising events – chilli cookoffs, bake sales, 
etc.  In all, the Experian team raised more than $22,000 for the hospital.   In a separate activity, more 
than 60 Costa Mesa volunteers helped out at the Orange City Food Bank over two separate days.  
Volunteers worked together, honing team building skills and building camaraderie.  In all, more than 
2300 boxes of food were packed by Experian volunteers.  

Project: Employee fundraising (Australia and New Zealand)

Employees are proud of their charitable giving reputation with regular fund-raising activities for the 
disadvantaged, ill or suffering, including Pancake Day, a Uniting Care fund raising event providing 
support and funding for underprivileged members of the community, Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea, 
to support the Cancer Council, Walk for Kids, a 5km community walk to raise funds for underprivileged 
children and Oxfam Trailwalker, where staff members are sponsored to walk 100km over a weekend to 
raise funds for Oxfam.



Impact
Supporting community projects gives rise to multiple benefits.  It’s popular with colleagues, who 
value the chance to get involved. It makes a real difference to the organisations we support. It can 
also support our business strategy since our core theme is the promotion of financial understanding 
and development of entrepreneurship. By supporting charities and organisations working in this area 
we are contributing to the long-term financial health of consumers as well as the overall reduction 
of poverty.  Our Big Ideas initiative offers huge potential social and environmental benefits, but also 
sustainable revenue for Experian in the longer term.  We have made great progress in integrating our 
community programme into our people development, and plan to drive this further in future years.

Community benefits:  In the UK, US and for all centrally-funded projects the initial application must 
include a careful consideration of the social benefits arising from the project, allowing us to track 
progress and achievements at a later date.  Serasa Experian actively monitors the scope and reach 
of its community programme, working with its partner NGOs to record the number of people these 
organisations help and hence help us gauge some level of our impact through working with them.

Business benefits:  We track levels of employee volunteering and the number of colleagues involved.  
We also measure employee’s awareness of these programmes, and their response forms a key part 
of the Global Employee Survey.  Employee volunteer hours in the US rose from 8,366 in 2007/08 to 
12,888 in 2008/09.

Awards also provide strong reputational impact. This year the UK was proud to be awarded two Big 
Tick awards by charity, Business in the Community. See the case study for more details.



Independent Assurance Report to the Directors of Experian plc on Selected Corporate
Responsibility Information

We have been engaged by the Directors of Experian plc (the “Company”) to perform an
independent limited assurance engagement in respect of Selected Corporate Responsibility
Information (“Selected Information”) for the year ended 31 March 2009 contained in the report
“Experian – Corporate Responsibility 2009” (the “Corporate Responsibility Report”).

Scope and subject matter
The Selected Information for the year ended 31 March 2009 subject to limited assurance consists
of data in the Corporate Responsibility Report relating to:

 Carbon dioxide emissions
 Employee engagement
 Community investment
 Employee diversity
 Health and wellbeing

The data which has been subject to the limited assurance has been presented together in the
document entitled “Selected Information subject to limited assurance engagement” which is
attached to this report.

We were not engaged to report on comparative information for the prior year ended 31 March
2008 or earlier reported years.

We read the other information included in the Corporate Responsibility Report and consider
whether it is consistent with the Selected Information. We consider the implications for our report if
we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the Selected
Information. Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.

Respective responsibilities of the Directors and PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
The Directors are responsible for the content of the Corporate Responsibility Report and the
preparation of the Selected Information in accordance with the criteria set out in the Company’s
Reporting Policies as set out in Reporting Principles and Methodologies at
www.experiancrreport.com and for the development of the Reporting Policies.

The Directors are responsible for the controls over and the security of the website and for
establishing and controlling the process for electronically distributing the Corporate Responsibility
Report and Selected Information. We accept no responsibility for any changes that may have
occurred to the Selected Information or the Corporate Responsibility Report since it was initially
presented on the website.

Our responsibility is to form an independent conclusion, based on our limited assurance
procedures, on whether anything has come to our attention to indicate that the Selected
Information is not fairly stated in all material respects in accordance with the Reporting Policies.

This report, including the conclusion, has been prepared for the Directors of the Company as a
body, to assist the Directors in reporting on the Company’s activities in relation to corporate
responsibility. We permit the disclosure of this report within the web based Corporate
Responsibility Report for the year ended 31 March 2009, to enable the Directors to demonstrate
they have discharged their governance responsibilities by commissioning an independent
assurance report in connection with the Corporate Responsibility Report. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Directors as
a body and the Company for our work or this report save where terms are expressly agreed and
with our prior consent in writing.



Assurance work performed
We conducted our limited assurance engagement in accordance with International Standard on
Assurance Engagements 3000 (Revised) – ‘Assurance Engagements other than Audits and
Reviews of Historical Financial Information’ issued by the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (“ISAE 3000”).

Our limited assurance procedures primarily comprised:

 Making enquiries of relevant management of the Group about the process for preparing the
report and the associated internal control system;

 Evaluating the design of the key processes and controls for managing and reporting the
Selected Information;

 Limited testing, on a selective basis, of supporting evidence for the Selected Information;
 Agreement of turnover and benchmark Profit Before Tax (PBT) with that reported within the

Company’s Annual Report;
 Undertaking analytical procedures over the Selected Information;
 Making enquiries of the third party provider of the Company’s employee survey and

agreement of employee engagement results to reports from that third party provider. We
specifically have not performed assurance procedures over the gathering and processing
of data by the third party provider of the employee survey.

A limited assurance engagement is substantially less in scope than a reasonable assurance
engagement under ISAE 3000. Consequently, the nature, timing and extent of procedures for
gathering sufficient appropriate evidence are deliberately limited relative to a reasonable assurance
engagement.

Inherent limitations
Non-financial performance information is subject to more inherent limitations than financial
information, given the characteristics of the subject matter and the methods used for determining
such information. The absence of a significant body of established practice on which to draw allows
for the selection of different but acceptable measurement techniques which can result in materially
different measurements and can impact comparability. The precision of different measurement
techniques may also vary. Furthermore, the nature and methods used to determine such
information, as well as the measurement criteria and the precision thereof, may change over time.
It is important to read the Corporate Responsibility Report in the context of the Company’s
Reporting Policies set out in Reporting Principles and Methodologies on www.experiancrreport.com.

In particular, the conversion of electricity and fuel used to carbon emissions is based upon, inter
alia, information and factors derived by independent third parties as explained in the Reporting
Policies. Our assurance work has not included examination of the derivation of those factors and
other third party information.

Conclusion
Based on the results of our procedures nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe
that the Selected Information included in the Corporate Responsibility Report for the year ended 31
March 2009, is not fairly stated, in all material respects, in accordance with the Company’s
Reporting Policies.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants
London
12 June 2009



Experian plc Corporate Responsibility Report

Selected Information subject to limited assurance engagement

Selected Information

The following tables present the Selected Information subject to limited assurance contained
in Experian plc’s Corporate Responsibility Report for the year ended 31 March 2009.

All data refers to the year ended 31 March 2009 unless otherwise stated. The Reporting
Principles and Methodologies used in preparation of the Selected Information are set out on
www.experiancrreport.com.

1. Carbon dioxide emissions

CO2 emissions Kilo
Tonnes

Kilograms per
US $1000 revenue

Buildings 58.2 14.9

Transport 17.9 4.6

Total 76.1 19.5

2. Employee engagement

Employee engagement %

North America 74

Latin America 87

UK and Ireland 64

EMEA 62

APAC 68

Overall 72

3. Community investment

Community investment US$’000

Financial donations from Experian subsidiaries 1,012

Employee time volunteered 353

Gifts in kind 222

Management costs 185

Funds from Experian plc 937

Total from Experian 2,709

% of benchmark PBT 0.32%

Employee fundraising 466

GUS Charitable Trust Donations 423

Total value of all giving 3,598

% of benchmark PBT 0.43%



Experian plc Corporate Responsibility Report

Selected Information subject to limited assurance engagement (continued)

4. Employee diversity

Age Diversity
Age diversity (%)

Under 25 25-39 40-55 Over 55
North America 7% 46% 39% 8%
Latin America 16% 62% 20% 2%
UK & Ireland 10% 63% 24% 3%
EMEA 8% 64% 25% 3%
APAC 11% 79% 9% 1%
Total 10% 59% 27% 4%

Gender Diversity
Male Female

North America 51% 49%
Latin America 50% 50%
UK & Ireland 62% 38%
EMEA 51% 49%
APAC 48% 52%
Total 53% 47%

US Ethnic Diversity
Ethnicity % (excludes unknown ethnicity – note 1)
American Indian or Alaska Native (Not Hispanic or Latino) 1%
Asian (Not Hispanic or Latino) 14%
Black or African American (Not Hispanic or Latino) 5%
Hispanic or Latino 7%
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander (Not Hispanic or Latino) 0%
Two or More Races (Not Hispanic or Latino) 0%
White (Not Hispanic or Latino) 73%
Total 100%
Note 1 – In the US, ethnicity data is available for 98% of employees

UK Ethnic Diversity
Ethnicity % (excludes unknown ethnicity – note 2)

White – British 84%

White – non British 6%

Asian / Asian British 6%

Other 4%

Total 100%

Note 2 – In the UK, ethnicity data is available for 57% of employees

Brazil Disabilities
Serasa Number professionals by disability type
Physical 56
Hearing 18
Visual 13
Learning difficulties 1
Total 88



Experian plc Corporate Responsibility Report

Selected Information subject to limited assurance engagement (continued)

5. Health and wellbeing

Health and Safety information
Number of incidents

UK & Ireland 1

North America Number of claims
Medical only claims 10
Indemnity claims 17

Latin America – Serasa

Year With absence No absence Total number
of injuries

Injury rate per 200,000
working hours

2008 6 2 8 0.6078
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